
DHANALAKSHMI COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING  

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 

EE6502- MICROPROCESSORS AND MICROCONTROLLERS 

UNIT – I: 8085 PROCESSOR 

 

PART – A 

1. What is the need for ALE signal in 8085 microprocessor? (Nov/Dec 2013) (May/June 2015) 

(Nov/Dec 2015) 
The ALE signal goes high at the beginning of each machine cycle indicating the availability 
of the 
address on the address bus, and the signal is used to latch the low order 

address bus. 
 

2. List the five interrupt pins available in 8085. 
INTR, TRAP, RST 7.5, RST 6.5, RST 5.5. 

 

3. Differentiate Software and Hardware interrupts. 
The Software interrupt is initiated by the main program, but the hardware interrupt is initiated 
by the external device. In 8085, Software interrupts cannot be masked or disabled, but in 
hardware interrupts except TRAP all other interrupts can be masked. 
In 8086, Software interrupts cannot be masked or disabled, but in hardware interrupts except 
NMI all other interrupts can be masked. 

 

4. What is mean by TRAP interrupt and its significance? 
TRAP is a Non maskable interrupt of 8085. It is not disabled by processor reset or after 

recognition of the interrupt. 
 

5. What is the need for interfacing? 
Generally I/O devices are slow devices. Therefore the speed of I/O devices does not match 
with the speed of microprocessor. And so an interface is provided between system bus and I/O 

devices. 
 

6. Compare memory mapped I/O and peripheral mapped I/O. 

Memory Mapped I/O:  16-bit device address, data transfer between any general-purpose 
register and I/O port. The memory map (64K) is shared between I/O device and system 

memory. More hardware is 

required to decode 16-bit address Arithmetic or logic operation can be directly performed 
with I/O data. 

 

Peripheral Mapped I/O: 8-bit device address, Data is transfer only between accumulator 
and I.O port, The I/O map is independent of the memory map; 256 input device and 256. 

Output device can be connected Less hardware is required to decode 8-bit address, Arithmetic 
or logical operation cannot be 

directly performed with 
I/O data. 

 

7. What is interrupt? 
Interrupt is a signal send by an external device to the processor so as to request the 
processor to perform a particular task or work. 

 

8. Name the vectored and non vectored interrupt of 8085 system. 
When an interrupt is accepted, if the processor control branches to a specific address defined 

by the manufacturer then the interrupt is called vectored interrupt. In Non-vectored 
interrupt there is no 

specific address for storing the interrupt service routine. Hence the interrupted device should 

give the address of the interrupt service routine. 
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9. What is the need for a timing diagram? 
The timing diagram provides information regarding the status of various signals, when a 
machine cycle is executed. The knowledge of timing diagram is essential for system designer to 

select matched 
peripheral devices like memories, latches, ports, etc, to form a microprocessor 

system. 
 

10. Define (i) Instruction cycle (ii) Machine cycle and list(Nov/Dec 2016) 
(i) The sequence of operations that a processor has to carry out while executing the 

instruction is called Instruction cycle. Each instruction cycle of a processor indium consists of 
a number of machine cycles. 

(ii) The processor cycle or machine cycle is the basic operation performed by the 

processor. To execute an instruction, the processor will run one or more machine cycles in a 
particular order. opcode 

fetch, memory read, memory write, I/O read, I/O write, interrupt acknowledge, halt, hold 
and reset. 

 

11. What do you mean by masking the interrupt? How it is activated in 8085? 
Masking  is  preventing  the  interrupt  from  disturbing  the  current  program  execution.  
When  the processor is performing an important job (process) and if the process should not be 
interrupted then all the interrupts should be masked or disabled. In processor with multiple 
interrupts, the lower priority interrupt can be masked so as to prevent it from interrupting, the 
execution of interrupt service routine of higher priority interrupt. 

 

12. What is Address Bus? 
The address is an identification number used by the processor to identify or access a memory 

location or I/O device. It is an output signal from the processor. Hence the address bus is 
unidirectional. 

13. What is the function of program counter in 8085 processor?  (May/June 2016) 
The microprocessor uses this register to sequence the execution of the instructions. The function 
of the 

program counter is to point to the memory address from which the next byte is to be fetched. 

When a byte (machine code) is being fetched, the program counter is incremented by one to 
point to the next memory location. 

 

14. What are the limitations of 8085 MPU? 
(i) The lower order address bus of the 8085 microprocessor is multiplexed (time shared) with 
the data 

bus. The buses need to be demultiplexed. (ii) Appropriate control signals need to be 

generated to interface memory and I/O with the 8085. 

 

15. Why is the data bus bi-directional? 
The microprocessor has to fetch (read) the data from memory or input device for processing 
and after 
processing, it has to store (write) the data to memory or output device. Hence the data bus 

is bi- directional. 

 

16. What is a flag? 
The data conditions, after arithmetic or logical operations, are indicated by setting or resetting 
the flip- flops called flags. 

 

17. Explain the function of ALE and IO/M signals in the 8085 architecture? 
The ALE signal goes high at the beginning of each machine cycle indicating the availability 
of the 
address on the address bus, and the signal is used to latch the low order address bus. The IO/M 

signal is a status signal indicating whether the machine cycle is I/O or memory operation. The 

IO/M signal is 

combined with the RD and WR control signals to generate IOR, IOW, MEMW, 
MEMR. 
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18. What is pipelined architecture? 
In pipelined architecture the processor will have number of functional units and the execution 
times of 
functional units are overlapped. Each functional unit works independently most of 
the time. 

 

19. Specify   the   size   of   data,   address,   memory   word   and   memory   capacity   of   8085 

microprocessor. (May/June 2011) 
8085 operate 8bit data. The 8085 has 16 address lines, hence it can access (2

16
) 64 Kbytes of 

memory 
 

20. What are the various flags used in 8085? (Nov/Dec 2014) 
The 8085 has five flags and they are Carry Flag (CF), Overflow Flag (OF), Parity Flag (PF), 
Auxiliary 

carry Flag (AF), Zero 
Flag (ZF), 

 

21. To obtain a 320 ns clock, what should be the input clock frequency? What is the frequency of 

clock signal at CLK OUT? (May/June 2014) 
The  input  clock  frequency  should  be  twice  of  the  operating  frequency.  So,  to  obtain  a  
320ns frequency, i.e. (3.125 MHz), the input clock frequency should be 6.25 MHz, The 
frequency of CLK OUT must be the operating frequency i.e., half the input frequency. 

 

22. What  is  meant  by level-triggered interrupt? Which of the interrupts in 8085 are level 

triggered? (May/June 2014) 
In level triggering the circuit will become active when the gating or clock pulse is on a 
particular level. 
A negative level triggering is, in which the circuit is active when the clock signal is low and a 

positive level triggering is, in which the circuit is active when the clock signal is high. The 

level triggered 

interrupts in 8085 are RST 6.5, RST 5.5, INTR, and TRAP (both edge and level 
triggered). 

 

23. List the control and status signals of 8085 microprocessor and mention its need. 
Control signals: RD and WR, Status signals: IO/M, S1 and S2. They are used to perform 
write and read operation through any IO devices or through memory. 

 
24. What is the maximum number of byte of memory addressable by the 8086  processor? 

(May/June 2015) 

The 8086 has 20 bit address lines and it can allow 2
20 

or 1MB memory locations and 

contains 8 bit data or one byte data. 

 

25. What is the use of Stack pointer? (Nov/Dec 2015) 
The stack pointer is also a 16-bit register used as a memory pointer. It points to a memory 
location in 

Read or Write memory called the stack. The beginning of the stack is defined by loading 

16-bit address in the stack pointer. 

 

26.Mention SID and SOD line(May/June 2016) 
SID and SOD lines are used for serial data communication as serial in data line and serial 

data out line. 

 
. 
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PART – B 
 

1. Explain  the  internal  architecture  and  pin  diagram  of  8085  microprocessor  with  neat 

diagrams. 

 
INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE OF INTEL 8085: 
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Pin Diagram of 8085 
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2. Explain various machine cycles supported by 8085. 
OPCODE FETCH machine cycle: 

 
 

Memory READ m/c cycle: 
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MEMORY WRITE MC: 

 

I/O READ and I/O WRITE M/C cycle: 
These are identical to MRMC & MWRMC respectively except that appropriate status 

signals are issued at the beginning of state. IO/ signal goes high at the beginning to indicate I/O device 

reference is needed in case of I/O mapped input/output device in these m/c cycles higher & lower 

address bytesare identical and equal to the 8 bit address of the I/O port while in case of MRMC or 

MWRMC, the address bus output is the true 16bits address. 

 

 
3. (i) Draw the timing diagram for IN and OUT instruction of 8085 and explain. timing 

diagram for IN instruction 
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Timing diagram for OUT instruction 

 

 
(ii) Explain the interrupt structure of 8085 microprocessor. 

Interrupt is a mechanism by which an I/O or an instruction can suspend the normal execution 
of processor and get itself serviced. Generally, a particular task is assigned to that interrupt signal. In the 
microprocessor based system the interrupts are used for data transfer between the peripheral devices and 
the microprocessor. 
Interrupt Service Routine(ISR) 

A small program or a routine that when executed services the corresponding interrupting source is 

called as an ISR. 

Maskable/Non-Maskable Interrupt 
An  interrupt  that  can  be  disabled  by  writing  some  instruction  is  known  as  Maskable  Interrupt 

otherwise it is called Non-Maskable Interrupt. 
There are 6 pins available in 8085 for interrupt: 

1. TRAP 
2. RST 7.5 

3. RST6.5 
4. RST5.5 

5. INTR 
6. INTA 

Execution of Interrupts 

When there is an interrupt requests to the Microprocessor then after accepting the interrupts 
Microprocessor send the INTA (active low) signal to the peripheral. The vectored address of particular 

interrupt is stored in program counter. The processor executes an interrupt service routine (ISR) 
addressed in program counter. 
There are two types of interrupts used in 8085 Microprocessor: 

1. Hardware Interrupts 
2. Software Interrupts 

Software Interrupts 

A software interrupts is a particular instructions that can be inserted into the desired location in the 
program. There are eight Software interrupts in 8085 Microprocessor. From RST0 to RST7. 

1. RST0 
2. RST1 

3. RST2 
4. RST3 

5. RST4 

6. RST5 
7. RST6 

8. RST7 
They allow the microprocessor to transfer program control from the main program to the subroutine 

program. After completing the subroutine program, the program control returns back to the main 
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RST2: vector address=2*8 = 16 

RST1: vector address=1*8 = 08 

RST3: vector address=3*8 = 24 

 

program. 
We can calculate the vector address of these interrupts using the formula given below: 

 

Vector Address = Interrupt Number * 8 
 

For Example: 
 
 
 
 

Vector address table for the software interrupts: 
 

Interrupt 
 

Vector Address 

 

RST0 

RST1 

 

0000H 

0008H 

 

RST2 

RST3 

 

0010H 

0018H 

 

RST4 

RST5 

 

0020H 

0028H 

  
RST6 
RST7 

0030H 

0038H 

   

Hardware Interrupt 
As we have already discussed that there are 6 interrupt pins in the microprocessor used as 

Hardware Interrrupts given below: 

1. TRAP 

2. RST7.5 
3. RST6.5 

4. RST5.5 
5. INTR 

 
The Vector address of these interrupts are given below: 

 

Interrupt 
 

Vector Address 

 

RST7.5 
 

003CH 

 

RST6.5 
 

0034H 

 

RST5.5 
 

002CH 

 

TRAP 
 

0024H 

 

It is non maskable edge and level triggered interrupt. TRAP has the highest priority 

and vectored interrupt. Edge and level triggered means that the TRAP must go high and 

remain high until it is acknowledged. In case of sudden power failure, it executes a ISR and 

send the data from main memory to backup memory. As we know that TRAP cannot be masked 

but it can be delayed using HOLD signal. This interrupt transfers the microprocessor's control to 

location 0024H. TRAP interrupts can only be masked by reseting the microprocessor. There is no 

other way to mask it. 

It has the second highest priority. It is maskable and edge level triggered interrupt. The 
vector address of this interrupt is 003CH. Edge sensitive means input goes high and no need to 

maintain high state until it is recognized. 
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It  can  also  be  reset  or  masked  by  reseting  microprocessor.  It  can  also  be  resetted  by  

DI instruction. RST6.5 and RST5.5These are level triggered and maskable interrupts. When RST6.5 
pin is at logic 1, INTE flip-flop is set. RST 6.5 has third highest priority and RST 5.5 has fourth highest 

priority. 
It can be masked by giving DI and SIM instructions or by reseting microprocessor. 

INTR It is level triggered and maskable interrupt. The following sequence of events occurs when INTR 
signal goes high: 

1. The 8085 checks the status of INTR signal during execution of each instruction. 

2. If INTR signal is high, then 8085 complete its current instruction and sends active low interrupt 
acknowledge signal, if the interrupt is enabled. 

3. On receiving the instruction, the 8085 save the address of next instruction on stack and execute 

received instruction. It has the lowest priority. It can be disabled by reseting the microprocessor or 

by DI and SIM instruction  . 

 

4. (i) Illustrate the timing diagram for the execution of the instruction MVI B, 08 in 8085. 
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(ii) Explain the functions of 8085 signals. 
`Pin Diagram and Pin description of 8085 

 

 
8085 is a 40 pin IC, The signals from the pins can be grouped as follows 

•  Power supply and clock signals 

▪ Address bus 
▪ Data bus 
▪ Control and status signals 

▪ Interrupts and externally initiated signals  

▪ Serial I/O ports 

1. Power supply and Clock frequency signals: 
Vcc: + 5 volt power supply  

Vss: Ground 

X1, X2 : Crystal or R/C network or LC network connections to set the frequency of internal clock 
generator. The frequency is internally divided by two. Since the basic operating timing frequency is 3 MHz, a 

6 MHz crystal is connected externally. CLK (output)-Clock Output is used as the system clock for 
peripheral and devices interfaced with the microprocessor. 

 

2. Address Bus: 
A8 - A15: (output; 3-state) 
It carries the most significant 8 bits of the memory address or the 8 bits of the I/O address. 

 

3. Data bus: 
AD0 - AD7 (input/output; 3-state) 
These multiplexed set of lines used to carry the lower order 8 bit address as well as data bus. 

• During the opcode fetch operation, in the first clock cycle, the lines deliver the lower order address 
A0 - A7. 
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IO/M S1 S0 OPERATION 

0 1 1 Opcode fetch 

0 1 0 Memory read 

0 0 1 Memory write 

1 1 0 I/O read 

1 0 1 I/O write 

1 1 0 Interrupt acknowledge 

Z 0 1 Halt 

Z x x Hold 

Z x x Reset 

 

• In the subsequent IO / memory, read / write clock cycle the lines are used as data bus. 
• The CPU may read or write out data through these lines. 

 

Control and Status signals: 
ALE (output) - Address Latch Enable. 

• It is an output signal used to give information of AD0-AD7 contents. 
• It is a positive going pulse generated when a new operation is started by uP. 

• When pulse goes high it indicates that AD0-AD7 are address. 
• When it is low it indicates that the contents are data.  

 RD (output 3-state, active low) 

• Read memory or IO device. 

• This indicates that the selected memory location or I/O device is to be read and that the data 

bus is ready for accepting data from the memory or I/O device 

WR (output 3-state, active low) 
 
 

device. 

IO/M (output) - Select memory or an IO device. 
This status signal indicates that the read / write operation relates to whether the memory or I/O device. 

• It goes high to indicate an I/O operation. 
• It goes low for memory operations. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

9. Direct Memory Access (DMA): Tri state  

 
om interfering 

with  each  other,  the  tristate  gates  are  used  to  disconnect  all  devices  except  the  one  that  
is communicating at a given instant. 

 
Access operation is used for large volume data transfer between memory and an I/O device directly. 
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5. Draw the timing diagram for STA XXXX and LDA XXXX instruction of 8085 and explain. 

Timing diagram for STA XXXX 
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Timing diagram for LDA XXXX 

 
2. Describe the concepts of  memory interfacing.  

Memory Interfacing:-As we know that any system which process digital data needs the 
facility for storing the data. Interfacing is a technique to be used for connecting the 

Microprocessor to Memory. Now  a  days  Semiconductor  memories  are  used  for  storing  
purpose. There  are  some  of  the advantages of the semiconductor memory. 

Small size 

High speed 

Better reliability 
Low cost 

 
Generally, RAM or ROM is used for memory interfacing. 

Memory:-A memory is a digital IC which stores the data in binary form. 

Memory Size:-The number of location and number of bits per word will vary from memory to 

memory. For example, If a particular memory chip is capable of storing M words with each 

word having N-bits. Then the size of the memory will be M× N. 
 
Interfacing a ROM memory of 4096*8 with 8085 Microprocessor:- 

Given memory size = 4096 * 8 

4096 =2^12. 

So 12 lines will be used for interfacing. A0 to A11 
In this system A0 to A11 lines of Microprocessor will be connected to the address lines of the 

memory. and D0 to D7 of the 8085 microprocessor will be connected to the data bus of the 

memory. 
As we know that the it is EPROM, so only RD pin is connected to the microprocessor. There is 

not the facility for writing data. 
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In case if you are using RAM then you have to connect one more pin for writing operation. 

 
As you can see that there is a pin named CS. Generally this pin is used for Selction for the chip 

in case of two or more than memory chip. 
Latch has been used to separate the data and address bus. 
 

 
(i) Explain the Internal architecture, dataflow and instruction execution of 8085 

microprocessor. 

Internal architecture – refer Qno 1 

Instruction Execution 
The instructions which are to be executed by microprocessor are first stored in the memory of the 
processor and then executed. But the processor does not execute the instructions directly. It reads the 

instruction byte by byte and then executes it. 

Before understanding instruction execution and data flow, there is a necessity for us to learn a new 
term, OPCODE. 

 

What is an Opcode? 

Opcode is nothing but the machine language instruction which denotes the microprocessor about what 
operation should be performed on the specific data. Microprocessor converts the instruction into 

suitable machine language, so that it can understand the operation to be performed and executes it. 
 

Consider MVI A, 18H. 

When the above instruction is to be executed, the microprocessor gets the Opcode for MVI A and 
performs the necessary operation on the data which is 18H in this case. The Opcode for MVI A is 

3EH. So the microprocessor first reads this Opcode from the instruction and then performs the 

operation specified by Opcode over the data given. 

 
Now let us assume we want to store the above instruction in a specific address say 5500H. We know 

that in 8085 processor only one byte can be stored in each address location. Therefore the Opcode 
3EH is stored at the location 5500H and the data 18H is stored at the next location 5501H. 
 
Now for execution of this instruction the processor has to send the address to the memory for reading. 

Then the MEMR‟ signal is activated. As soon as this signal is activated the memory places the 

Opcode byte (3EH) on the data bus. 
 

The above process is considered as a single cycle and is called the OPCODE FETCH CYCLE. The 
period during which the Opcode is fetched from address to the data bus is called as Opcode fetch 

cycle. 

A microprocessor by default knows that the first byte which is under execution is always Opcode. The 
internal data bus sends the Opcode to the instruction decoder. The instruction decoder decodes the 

Opcode and identifies it as MVI A instruction. As soon as this information is obtained, the 

microprocessor searches for the data on which this operation should be performed. 
 

To find the data for performing the operation the microprocessor instructs the timing and control unit 

to generate a proper timing signal to obtain the data. As a result of the timing signal the program 

counter is increased by 1. So the address bus moves from 5500H to 5501H. Now we know that the 

data 18H is placed at 5501H. So when the address bus is placed at 5501H, it identifies the data and the 

MEMR‟ signal is activated. After the activation of this signal the data is placed on the internal address 
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bus and then it is moved to the accumulator. Then the MVI A operation is performed on the data 18H 

and the result is sent to the respective registers. This process of placing the address and reading the 

data is considered as a single cycle and this cycle is called Memory Read cycle. In general these 
cycles are called as machine cycles. Thus the data flow from memory to microprocessor and how 

the instruction is executed by the microprocessor is discussed. 

 
 

3. (i) With suitable examples explain how I/O devices are connected using memory mapped I/O 

and peripheral I/O. 
Interfacing I/O devices with 8085 

 

 

Techniques for I/O Interfacing 

• Memory-mapped I/O 
• Peripheral-mapped I/O  

• Memory-mapped I/O 
• 8085 uses its 16-bit address bus to identify a  memory location 

• Memory address space: 0000H to FFFFH 

• 8085 needs to identify I/O devices also 
• I/O devices can be interfaced using addresses from memory space 

• 8085 treats such an I/O device as a memory location 

• This is called Memory-mapped I/O  

• Peripheral-mapped I/O 
• 8085 has a separate 8-bit addressing scheme  for I/O devices 

• I/O address space: 00H to FFH 

• This is called Peripheral-mapped I/O or  I/O-mapped I/O  

• 8085 Communication with I/O devices 

• Involves the following three steps 

1. Identify the I/O device (with address) 
2. Generate Timing & Control signals 

3. Data transfer takes place 

 
• 8085 communicates with a I/O device only if there is a Program Instruction to do so                                     

Identify the I/O device (with address) 

1. Memory-mapped I/O (16-bit address) 

2. Peripheral-mapped I/O (8-bit 

Generate Timing & Control Signals 

• Memory-mapped I/O 
• Reading Input: IO/M = 0, RD = 0 

• Write to Output: IO/M = 0, WR = 0 
• Peripheral-mapped I/O 

• Reading Input: IO/M = 1, RD = 0 
• Write to Output: IO/M = 1, WR = 0 
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3. Data transfer takes place 

Peripheral I/O Instructions 

• IN Instruction 
• Inputs data from input device into the accumulator 
• It is a 2-byte instruction 
• Format: IN 8-bit port address 

• Example: IN 01H 
• OUT Instruction 

• Outputs the contents of accumulator to an output device 
• It is a 2-byte instruction 

• Format: OUT 8-bit port address 

• Example: OUT 02H 

 

(ii) Design a microprocessor system to interface an 8K × 8 EPROM and 8K × 8 RAM. 

Consider a system in which the available 64kb memory space is equally divided between EPROM 
and RAM. Interface the EPROM and RAM with 8085 processor. 

• Implement 32kb memory capacity of EPROM using single IC 27256. 

• 32kb RAM capacity is implemented using single IC 62256. 
• The 32kb memory requires 15 address lines and so the address lines A0  - A14 of the 

processor are connected to 15 address pins of both EPROM and RAM. 

• The unused address line A15 is used as to chip select. If A15  is 1, it select RAM and If  A15 
is 0, it select EPROM. 

• Inverter is used for selecting the memory. 

• The memory used is both Ram and EPROM, so the low RD and WR pins of processor are 
connected to low WE and OE pins of memory respectively. 

• The address range of EPROM will be 0000H to 7FFFH and that of RAM will be 7FFFH to 

FFFFH. Two sets of above procedure is used for 64kb of EPROM and RAM 
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EE6502- MICROPROCESSOR AND MICROCONTROLLER  
. 

UNIT – II: PROGRAMMING OF 8085 PROCESSOR 
PART - A 

1. What is the instruction format of an 8085? 
The size of an 8085 instruction is 1 to 3 bytes. Each instruction has one byte opcode. The remaining 

bytes are either data or address. The format is as shown below 
(i) One byte instruction (opcode) (ii) Two byte instruction (opcode with 8 bit data or address)  
(ii) Three byte instruction (opcode with low byte data/address and high byte data/address). 

 
2. What is the function of stack?                                                                                                             (M/J 13) 

The stack pointer is also a 16-bit register used as a memory pointer. It points to a memory location in 
R/W memory, called the stack. The beginning of the stack is defined by loading 16-bit address in the stack 
pointer. 

 
3. What are the different addressing modes of 8085?                                                             (N/D13) , (N/D 16) 
              (i) Direct        (ii) Indirect (iii) Immediate   (iv) Implied   (v) Register. 
 
4. Define addressing modes. How many addressing modes are available in 8085? 

The different ways that a microprocessor can access data are referred to as addressing modes.5 
addressing modes are available in 8085. 

 
5. Define two-byte instruction with one example?                                                                                   (M/J 12) 

In a 2-byte instruction, the first byte specifies the Opcode; the second byte specifies the operand. 
Example: MVI A, D8H. 

 
6. Write instructions to load the hexadecimal numbers 65H in register C, and 92H in the accumulator A. 
Display the number 65H at PORT0 and 92H at PORT1? 

MVI C, 65H 
MVI A, 92H 

              OUT PORT1; DISPLAY 92H 
              MOV A, C COPY C INTO A 
              FOR DISPLAY OUT PORT0; DISPLAY 65H 
              HLT 
 
7. What are the machine control instructions used in 8085 microprocessor? 

HLT: Halt NOP: No Operation, DI- disable interrupt, EI – Enable interrupt, SIM- Set interrupt mask, RIM-
Read interrupt mask. 

 
8. What is JNC 16-bit address? 

It changes the program sequence to the location specified by the 16-bit address if the carry flag is reset. 
 

10. Give the difference between JZ and JNZ? 
JZ change the program sequence to the location specified by the 16-bit address if the zero flag is set 

JNZ change the program sequence to the location specified by the 16-bit address if the zero flag is reset. 
 

11. What is a three-byte instruction? 
In a 3-byte instruction, the first byte specifies the Opcode; the second byte &third byte specifies the 

operand. 
Example: STA 4200H 
 
12. What is CALL instruction?                                                                                                                    (N/D16) 

CALL instruction changes the sequence to the location of a subroutine. 
 

13. What operation can be performed by using the instruction SUB A? Specify the status of Z and CY? 
The instruction SUB A will clear the accumulator. The flag status will be CY = 0 and Z = 1. 
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14. Define Opcode and operand? 
The operation to be performed is called Opcode. The data to be operated is called operand. 
 

15. Define the types of branching operations? 
Jump: to test the conditions Call, Return. 
Restart: Change the sequence of the program. 
 

16. State the function of given 8085 instruction: JP, JPE, JPO and JNZ. 
JP – 16 bit Address – Jump on parity JPE – 16 bit Address – Jump on Even Parity JPO – 16 bit address 

– Jump on Odd Parity JNZ – 16 bit address – Jump on No Zero 
 

17. How is PUSH B instruction executed? Find the status after the execution(May/June 2016) 
This instruction decrements SP by one and copies the higher byte of the register pair into the memory 

location pointed by SP. Then decrements the SP again by one and copies the lower byte of the register pair into 
the memory location pointed by SP. Ex: SP=2000H, DE=1050H 

 
 
 
 

 
18. Mention the similarity and difference between compare and subtract instructions.                   (M/J 14) 

The compare and subtract instructions in the 8085 both subtract one operand from another, and set 
flags accordingly. The subtract instruction stores the result in the accumulator, while the compare instruction does 
not - except for the flags, the compare instruction "throws" the result away. 

 
19. State the purpose and importance of NOP instruction.                                                                     (M/J 14) 

The NOP instruction is a no-operation instruction. It does nothing to the state of the machine, except to 
use some time. In the case of the 8085, it uses four clock cycles plus however many wait states is need to access 
the NOP instruction from memory. 

 
20. What is the function performed by SIM and RIM instruction? 

SIM- Set Interrupt Mask: This instruction is used to mask the hardware interrupts RST 7.5, 6.5 and 5.5. 
The execution of this instruction output the content of accumulator to program interrupt mask bits and also used 
to output serial data on the SOD line. 

RIM- Read Interrupt Mask: The RIM instruction is used to check whether an interrupt is masked or not. It 
is also used to read data from the SID line. 

 
21. Explain the functioning of CMP instruction.                                                                                      (N/D 15) 

CMP (Compare register or memory with accumulator A): The contents of the operand register or 
memory are compared with the contents of the accumulator. Both contents are preserved. The results of the 
comparison are shown by the setting the flags of the PSW as follows: 
If (A) < reg/mem; carry flag is set. 
If (A) = reg/mem; zero flag is set. 
If (A) > reg/mem; carry and zero flags are reset 
Eg: CMP B, CMP M 
 
22. What is the function of rotate instructions? Give an example.                                                         (M/J 15) 

Rotate instruction is used to rotate the accumulator content left to carry or right to carry. It can also be 
left through carry or right through carry. One example is RLC which means rotate the accumulator content left to 
carry. If the data 32H is given with a carry bit then after giving RLC for this, data becomes 64H and carry of 00H. 

 
23. How is the time delay generated using subroutine?                                                           (M/J15), (N/D15) 

MVI B, FFH 
L1: DCR B 
JNZ L1 
RET 
 
 

SP 1FFE 

B  C  

D 10 E 50 

H  L  

SP 2000 

B  C  

D 10 E 50 

H  L  

1FFH  

1FFFH  

2000H  

1FFH 50 

1FFFH 10 

2000H  
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24. What are the instructions associated with a subroutine?                                                                (N/D 13) 
Instructions are CALL & RET. 
 

25. Explain DI and EI. 
DI-Disable Interrupt. When this instruction is executed, all the interrupts except TRAP are disabled. 

When the interrupts are disabled, the processor will not accept or recognize the interrupt. 
EI- Enable Interrupt. This instruction is used or executed to allow the interrupts after disabling. 
 

26. Write an 8085 assembly program to add two digit BCD numbers in memory locations 5000H and 
5001H and store the result in memory location 5002H. (Nov/Dec 2015) 

LXI H,5000H                              
MOV A,M 
MOV B,A 
INX H 
MOV A,M 
INX H 
ADD B 
DAA 
MOV M,A 

 HLT 
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PART - B 

1. Discuss in detail about the 8085 Instruction set, explaining about the various types of operations.  
Instruction Set of 8085 
 An instruction is a binary pattern designed inside a microprocessor to perform a specific function. 

 The entire group of instructions that a microprocessor 

supports is called Instruction Set.  

 8085 has 246 instructions.  

 Each instruction is represented by an 8-bit binary value. 

 These 8-bits of binary value is called Op-Code or Instruction Byte. 

Classification of Instruction Set 

 Data Transfer Instruction 

 Arithmetic Instructions 

 Logical Instructions 

 Branching Instructions 

 Control Instructions 

Data Transfer Instructions 

 These instructions move data between registers, or between memory and registers. 

 These instructions copy data from source todestination. 

 While copying, the contents of source are not modified.  

 

 Opcode  Operand Explanation of 

Instruction 

 Description 

 MOV  Rd, Rs 

M, Rs 

Rd, M 

Copy from 

source(Rs) to 

destination(Rd) 

 This instruction copies the contents of the source register into the 

destination register; the contents of the source register are not 

altered. If one of the operands is a memory location, its location is 

specified by the contents of the HL registers. 

Example: MOV B, C or MOV B, M 

 MVI  Rd, data 

M, data 

Move immediate 8-

bit 

The 8-bit data is stored in the destination register or memory. If the 

operand is a memory location, its location is specified by the 

contents of the HL registers. 

Example: MVI B, 57H or MVI M, 57H 

 LDA  16-bit 

address 

Load accumulator The contents of a memory location, specified by a 16-bit address in 

the operand, are copied to the accumulator. The contents of the 

source are not altered. 

Example: LDA 2034H 

 LDAX  B/D Reg. 

pair 

Load accumulator 

indirect 

The contents of the designated register pair point to a memory 

location. This instruction copies the contents of that memory 

location into the accumulator. The contents of either the register 

pair or the memory location are not altered. 

Example: LDAX B 

 LXI  Reg. pair, 

16-bit data 

Load register pair 

immediate 

The instruction loads 16-bit data in the register pair designated in 

the operand. 

Example: LXI H, 2034H or LXI H, XYZ 

 LHLD  16-bit 

address 

Load H and L 

registers direct 

 The instruction copies the contents of the memory location pointed 

out by the 16-bit address into register L and copies the contents of 

the next memory location into register H. The contents of source 
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memory locations are not altered. 

Example: LHLD 2040H 

 STA  16-bit 

address 

16-bit address The contents of the accumulator are copied into the memory 

location specified by the operand. This is a 3-byte instruction, the 

second byte specifies the low-order address and the third byte 

specifies the high-order address. 

Example: STA 4350H 

 STAX  Reg. pair Store accumulator 

indirect 

The contents of the accumulator are copied into the memory 

location specified by the contents of the operand (register pair). The 

contents of the accumulator are not altered. 

Example: STAX B 

 SHLD  16-bit 

address 

Store H and L 

registers direct 

The contents of register L are stored into the memory location 

specified by the 16-bit address in the operand and the contents of H 

register are stored into the next memory location by incrementing 

the operand. The contents of registers HL are not altered. This is a 

3-byte instruction, the second byte specifies the low-order address 

and the third byte specifies the high-order address. 

Example: SHLD 2470H 

XCHG   none Exchange H and L 

with D and E 

The contents of register H are exchanged with the contents of 

register D, and the contents of register L are exchanged with the 

contents of register E. 

Example: XCHG 

 SPHL none  Copy H and L 

registers to the stack 

pointer 

The instruction loads the contents of the H and L registers into 

the stack pointer register, the contents of the H register provide the 

high-order address and the contents of the L register provide the 

low-order address. The contents of the H 

and L registers are not altered. 

Example: SPHL 

 XTHL  none Exchange H and L 

with top of stack 

The contents of the L register are exchanged with the stack location 

pointed out by the contents of the stack pointer register. The 

contents of the H register are exchanged with the next stack 

location (SP+1); however, the contents of the stack pointer register 

are not altered. 

Example: XTHL 

 PUSH  Reg. pair Push register pair 

onto stack 

The contents of the register pair designated in the operand are 

copied onto the stack in the following sequence. The stack pointer 

register is decremented and the contents of the highorder register 

(B, D, H, A) are copied into that location. The stack pointer register 

is decremented again and the contents of the low-order register (C, 

E, L, flags) are copied to that location. 

Example: PUSH B or PUSH A 

 POP  Reg. pair Pop off stack to 

register pair 

The contents of the memory location pointed out by the stack 

pointer register are copied to the low-order register (C, E, L, status 

flags) of the operand. The stack pointer is incremented by 1 and the 

contents of that memory location are copied to the high-order 
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register (B, D, H, A) of the operand. The stack pointer register is 

again incremented by 1. 

Example: POP H or POP A 

OUT   8-bit port 

address 

Output data from 

accumulator to a port 

with 8-bit address 

 The contents of the accumulator are copied into the I/O port 

specified by the operand. 

Example: OUT F8H 

 IN  8-bit port 

address 

Input data to 

accumulator from a 

port with 8-bit 

address 

The contents of the input port designated in the operand are read 

and loaded into the accumulator. 

Example: IN 8CH 

 

Arithmetic Instructions 

 These instructions perform the operations like: 

 Addition  

 Subtract 

 Increment 

 Decrement 

Addition 

 Any 8-bit number, or the contents of register, or the contents of memory location can be added to the 

contents of accumulator. 

 The result (sum) is stored in the accumulator. 

 No two other 8-bit registers can be added directly. 

 Example: The contents of register B cannot be added directly to the contents of register C. 

Subtraction 

 Any 8-bit number, or the contents of register, or the contents of memory location can be subtracted from 

the contents of accumulator. 

 The result is stored in the accumulator. 

 Subtraction is performed in 2’s complement form. 

 If the result is negative, it is stored in 2’s complement form. 

 No two other 8-bit registers can be subtracted directly. 

Increment / Decrement 

 The 8-bit contents of a register or a memory location can be incremented or decremented by 1. 

 The 16-bit contents of a register pair can be incremented or decremented by 1. 

 Increment or decrement can be performed on any register or a memory location. 

 Opcode  Operand Explanation of 

Instruction 

 Description 

 ADD  R 

M 

Add register or 

memory, to 

accumulator 

The contents of the operand (register or memory) are added to the 

contents of the accumulator and the result is stored in the accumulator. 

If the operand is a memory location, its location is specified by the 

contents of the HL registers. All flags are modified to reflect the result of 

the addition. 

Example: ADD B or ADD M 

 ADC  R 

M 

Add register to 

accumulator with 

carry 

The contents of the operand (register or memory) and M the Carry flag 

are added to the contents of the accumulator and the result is stored in 

the accumulator. If the operand is a memory location, its location is 

specified by the contents of the HL registers. All flags are modified to 

reflect the result of the addition. 
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Example: ADC B or ADC M 

 ADI  8-bit 

data 

Add immediate to 

accumulator 

The 8-bit data (operand) is added to the contents of the accumulator 

and the result is stored in the accumulator. All flags are modified to 

reflect the result of the addition. 

Example: ADI 45H 

 ACI 8-bit data Add immediate to 

accumulator with 

carry 

The 8-bit data (operand) and the Carry flag are added to the contents of 

the accumulator and the result is stored in the accumulator. All flags are 

modified to reflect the result of the addition. 

Example: ACI 45H 

 DAD  Reg. 

pair 

Add register pair to 

H and L registers 

The 16-bit contents of the specified register pair are added to the 

contents of the HL register and the sum is stored in the HL register. The 

contents of the source register pair are not altered. If the result is larger 

than 16 bits, the CY flag is set. No other flags are affected. 

Example: DAD H 

SUB  R 

M 

Subtract register or 

memory from 

accumulator 

The contents of the operand (register or memory ) are subtracted from 

the contents of the accumulator, and the result is stored in the 

accumulator. If the operand is a memory location, its location is 

specified by the contents of the HL registers. All flags are modified to 

reflect the result of the subtraction. 

Example: SUB B or SUB M 

 SBB  R 

M 

Subtract source 

and borrow from 

accumulator 

The contents of the operand (register or memory ) and M the Borrow 

flag are subtracted from the contents of the accumulator and the result 

is placed in the accumulator. If the operand is a memory location, its 

location is specified by the contents of the HL registers. All flags are 

modified to reflect the result of the subtraction. 

Example: SBB B or SBB M 

 SUI  8-bit 

data 

Subtract immediate 

from accumulator 

The 8-bit data (operand) is subtracted from the contents of the 

accumulator and the result is stored in the accumulator. All flags are 

modified to reflect the result of the subtraction. 

Example: SUI 45H 

SBI   8-bit 

data 

Subtract immediate 

from accumulator 

with borrow 

The contents of register H are exchanged with the contents of register 

D, and the contents of register L are exchanged with the contents of 

register E. 

Example: XCHG 

 INR  R 

M 

Increment register 

or memory by 1 

The contents of the designated register or memory) are incremented by 

1 and the result is stored in the same place. If the operand is a memory 

location, its location is specified by the contents of the HL registers. 

Example: INR B or INR M 

INX  R Increment register 

pair by 1 

The contents of the designated register pair are incremented by 1 and 

the result is stored in the same place. 

Example: INX H 

 DCR  R 

M 

Decrement register 

or memory by 1 

The contents of the designated register or memory are M decremented 

by 1 and the result is stored in the same place. If the operand is a 

memory location, its location is specified by the contents of the HL 
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registers. 

Example: DCR B or DCR M 

DCX  R Decrement register 

pair by 1 

The contents of the designated register pair are decremented by 1 and 

the result is stored in the same place. 

Example: DCX H 

DAA   none Decimal adjust 

accumulator 

The contents of the accumulator are changed from a binary value to 

two 4-bit binary coded decimal (BCD) digits. This is the only instruction 

that uses the auxiliary flag to perform the binary to BCD conversion, 

and the conversion procedure is described below. S, Z, AC, P, CY flags 

are altered to reflect the results of the operation. 

If the value of the low-order 4-bits in the accumulator is greater than 9 

or if AC flag is set, the instruction adds 6 to the low-order four bits. 

If the value of the high-order 4-bits in the accumulator is greater than 9 

or if the Carry flag is set, the instruction adds 6 to the high-order four 

bits. 

Example: DAA 

 

 

Logical Instructions 

 These instructions perform logical operations on data stored in registers, memory and status flags.  

 The logical operations are: 

 AND  

 OR  

 XOR  

 Rotate  

 Compare  

 Complement  

AND, OR, XOR 

 Any 8-bit data, or the contents of register, or memory location can logically have 

 AND operation 

 OR operation  

 XOR operation 

with the contents of accumulator. 

 The result is stored in accumulator. 

Rotate 

 Each bit in the accumulator can be shifted either left or right to the next position. 

Compare 

 Any 8-bit data, or the contents of register, or memory location can be compares for: 

 Equality 

 Greater Than  

 Less Than  

with the contents of accumulator. 

 The result is reflected in status flags. 

Complement 

 The contents of accumulator can be complemented. 

 Each 0 is replaced by 1 and each 1 is replaced by 0. 
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 Opcode  Operand Explanation of 

Instruction 

 Description 

 CMP R 

M 

Compare register 

or memory with 

accumulator 

The contents of the operand (register or memory) are M compared with 

the contents of the accumulator. Both contents are preserved . The 

result of the comparison is shown by setting the flags of the PSW as 

follows: 

if (A) < (reg/mem): carry flag is set 

if (A) = (reg/mem): zero flag is set 

if (A) > (reg/mem): carry and zero flags are reset 

Example: CMP B or CMP M 

CPI 8-bit data Compare 

immediate with 

accumulator 

The second byte (8-bit data) is compared with the contents of the 

accumulator. The values being compared remain unchanged. The 

result of the comparison is shown by setting the flags of the PSW as 

follows: 

if (A) < data: carry flag is set 

if (A) = data: zero flag is set 

if (A) > data: carry and zero flags are reset 

Example: CPI 89H 

 ANA R 

M 

Logical AND 

register or memory 

with accumulator 

The contents of the accumulator are logically ANDed with M the 

contents of the operand (register or memory), and the result is placed in 

the accumulator. If the operand is a memory location, its address is 

specified by the contents of HL registers. S, Z, P are modified to reflect 

the result of the operation. CY is reset. AC is set. 

Example: ANA B or ANA M 

 ANI  8-bit 

data 

Logical AND 

immediate with 

accumulator 

The contents of the accumulator are logically ANDed with the 

8-bit data (operand) and the result is placed in the 

accumulator. S, Z, P are modified to reflect the result of the 

operation. CY is reset. AC is set. 

Example: ANI 86H 

 XRA R 

M 

Exclusive OR 

register or memory 

with accumulator 

The contents of the accumulator are Exclusive ORed with M the 

contents of the operand (register or memory), and the result is placed in 

the accumulator. If the operand is a memory location, its address is 

specified by the contents of HL registers. S, Z, P are modified to reflect 

the result of the operation. CY and AC are reset. 

Example: XRA B or XRA M 

 XRI  8-bit 

data 

Exclusive OR 

immediate with 

accumulator 

The contents of the accumulator are Exclusive ORed with the 8-bit data 

(operand) and the result is placed in the accumulator. S, Z, P are 

modified to reflect the result of the operation. CY and AC are reset. 

Example: XRI 86H 

ORA R 

M 

Logical OR register 

or memory with 

accumulator 

The contents of the accumulator are logically ORed with M the contents 

of the operand (register or memory), and the result is placed in the 

accumulator. If the operand is a memory location, its address is 

specified by the contents of HL registers. S, Z, P are modified to reflect 

the result of the operation. CY and AC are reset. 

Example: ORA B or ORA M 
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ORI  8-bit 

data 

Logical OR 

immediate with 

accumulator 

The contents of the accumulator are logically ORed with the 8-bit data 

(operand) and the result is placed in the accumulator. S, Z, P are 

modified to reflect the result of the operation. CY and AC are reset. 

Example: ORI 86H 

RLC   none Rotate accumulator 

left 

Each binary bit of the accumulator is rotated left by one position. Bit D7 

is placed in the position of D0 as well as in the Carry flag. CY is 

modified according to bit D7. S, Z, P, AC are not affected. 

Example: RLC 

RRC none  Rotate accumulator 

right 

Each binary bit of the accumulator is rotated right by one position. Bit 

D0 is placed in the position of D7 as well as in the Carry flag. CY is 

modified according to bit D0. S, Z, P, AC are not affected. 

Example: RRC 

 RAL  none Rotate accumulator 

left through carry 

Each binary bit of the accumulator is rotated left by one position 

through the Carry flag. Bit D7 is placed in the Carry flag, and the Carry 

flag is placed in the least significant position D0. CY is modified 

according to bit D7. S, Z, P, AC are not affected. 

Example: RAL 

 RAR   none Rotate accumulator 

right through carry 

Each binary bit of the accumulator is rotated right by one position 

through the Carry flag. Bit D0 is placed in the Carry flag, and the Carry 

flag is placed in the most significant position D7. CY is modified 

according to bit D0. S, Z, P, AC are not affected. 

Example: RAR 

 CMA  none Complement 

accumulator 

The contents of the accumulator are complemented. No flags are 

affected. 

Example: CMA 

CMC   none Complement carry The Carry flag is complemented. No other flags are affected. 

Example: CMC 

 STC  none Set Carry Set Carry 

Example: STC 

 

Branching Instructions 

 The branching instruction alter the normal sequential flow. 

 These instructions alter either unconditionally or conditionally. 

 

 Opcode  Operand Explanation of 

Instruction 

 Description 

 JMP 16-bit 

address 

Jump 

unconditionally 

The program sequence is transferred to the 

memory location specified by the 16-bit address 

given in the operand. 

Example: JMP 2034H or JMP XYZ 

Opcode Description 
Flag 

Status 

JC Jump on CY = 1 

 16-bit 

address 

Jump 

conditionally 

The program sequence is transferred to the 

memory location specified by the 16-bit address 

given in the operand based on the specified flag 

of the PSW as described below. 
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Carry 

JNC 
Jump on no 

Carry 
CY = 0 

JP 
Jump on 

positive 
S = 0 

JM 
Jump on 

minus 
S = 1 

JZ 
Jump on 

zero 
Z = 1 

JNZ 
Jump on no 

zero 
Z = 0 

JPE 
Jump on 

parity even 
P = 1 

JPO 
Jump on 

parity odd 
P = 0 

 

Example: JZ 2034H or JZ XYZ 

Opcode Description 
Flag 

Status 

CC Call on Carry CY = 1 

CNC 
Call on no 

Carry 
CY = 0 

CP 
Call on 

positive 
S = 0 

CM 
Call on 

minus 
S = 1 

CZ Call on zero Z = 1 

CNZ 
Call on no 

zero 
Z = 0 

CPE 
Call on 

parity even 
P = 1 

CPO 
Call on 

parity odd 
P = 0 

 

 16-bit 

address 

Unconditional 

subroutine call 

The program sequence is transferred to the 

memory location specified by the 16-bit address 

given in the operand. Before the transfer, the 

address of the next instruction after CALL (the 

contents of the program counter) is pushed onto 

the stack. 

Example: CALL 2034H or CALL XYZ 

 RET none Return from 

subroutine 

unconditionally 

The program sequence is transferred from the 

subroutine to the calling program. The two bytes 

from the top of the stack are copied into the 

program counter,and program execution begins at 

the new address. 

Example: RET 

Opcode Description 
Flag 

Status 

RC 
Return on 

Carry 
CY = 1 

RNC 
Return on no 

Carry 
CY = 0 

none Return from 

subroutine 

conditionally 

The program sequence is transferred from the 

subroutine to the calling program based on the 

specified flag of the PSW as described below. 

The two bytes from the top of the stack are copied 

into the program counter, and program execution 

begins at the new address. 

Example: RZ 
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RP 
Return on 

positive 
S = 0 

RM 
Return on 

minus 
S = 1 

RZ 
Return on 

zero 
Z = 1 

RNZ 
Return on no 

zero 
Z = 0 

RPE 
Return on 

parity even 
P = 1 

RPO 
Return on 

parity odd 
P = 0 

 

 PCHL  none Load program 

counter with HL 

contents 

 The contents of registers H and L are copied into 

the program counter. The contents of H are 

placed as the high-order byte and the contents of 

L as the low-order byte. 

Example: PCHL 

 RST 

 

0-7 Restart The RST instruction is equivalent to a 1-byte call 

instruction to one of eight memory locations 

depending upon the number. The instructions are 

generally used in conjunction with interrupts and 

inserted using external hardware. However these 

can be used as software instructions in a program 

to transfer program execution to one of the eight 

locations. The addresses are: 

Instruction 
Restart 

Address 

RST 0 0000H 

RST1 0008H 

RST 2 0010H 

RST 3 0018H 

RST 4 0020H 

RST 5 0028H 

RST 6 0030H 

RST 7 0038H 

The 8085 has four additional interrupts and these 

interrupts generate RST instructions internally and 

thus do not require any external hardware. These 

instructions and their Restart addresses are: 

Interrupt 
Restart 

Address 

TRAP 0024H 

RST 5.5 002CH 

RST 6.5 0034H 
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RST 7.5 003CH 
 

 

Control Instructions 

 The control instructions control the operation of microprocessor. 

 Opcode  Operand Explanation of 

Instruction 

 Description 

 NOP none No operation No operation is performed. The instruction is fetched and decoded. 

However no operation is executed. 

Example: NOP 

HLT none Halt and enter 

wait state 

The CPU finishes executing the current instruction and halts any further 

execution. An interrupt or reset is necessary to exit from the halt state. 

Example: HLT 

 DI none Disable 

interrupts 

The interrupt enable flip-flop is reset and all the interrupts except the 

TRAP are disabled. No flags are affected. 

Example: DI 

EI none Enable 

interrupts 

The interrupt enable flip-flop is set and all interrupts are enabled. No flags 

are affected. After a system reset or the acknowledgement of an interrupt, 

the interrupt enable flipflop is reset, thus disabling the interrupts. This 

instruction is 

necessary to reenable the interrupts (except TRAP). 

Example: EI 

 RIM none Read interrupt 

mas 

This is a multipurpose instruction used to read the status of interrupts 7.5, 

6.5, 5.5 and read serial data input bit. The instruction loads eight bits in the 

accumulator with the following interpretations. 

Example: RIM 

SIM none Set interrupt 

mask 

This is a multipurpose instruction and used to implement the 8085 

interrupts 7.5, 6.5, 5.5, and serial data output. The instruction interprets 

the accumulator contents as follows. 

Example: SIM 

 

RIM Instruction 

RIM  Read Interrupt Mask  

 This is a multipurpose instruction used to read the status of interrupts 7.5, 6.5, 5.5 and read serial data 

input bit.  

 The instruction loads eight bits in the accumulatorwith the following interpretations. 

 Example: RIM  
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2.  Explain the instruction format and addressing modes of 8085 microprocessor.  
Instruction Format : 

An instruction is a command to the microprocessor to perform a given task on a specified data. Each 

instruction has two parts: one is task to be performed, called the operation code (opcode), and the second is the 

data to be operated on, called the operand. 

1. One-word or 1-byte instructions 

2. Two-word or 2-byte instructions 

3. Three-word or 3-byte instructions 

Addressing Modes in 8085: 

 The method by which the address of source of data or the address of destination of result is given in the 

 instruction is called Addressing Modes 

 The term addressing mode refers to the way in which the operand of the instruction is specified. 

 Intel 8085 uses the following  addressing modes 

1. Immediate Addressing Mode 

2. Register Addressing Mode 

3. Direct Addressing Mode 

4. Indirect Addressing Mode 

5. Implied/implicit Addressing Mode 

 

Immediate Addressing 

In immediate addressing mode, the data is specified in the instruction itself. The data will be apart of the 

program instruction. All instructions that have ‘I’ in their mnemonics are of Immediate addressing type. 

Eg.MVI B, 3EH- Move the data 3EH given in the instruction to B register. 

 

Direct Addressing 

In direct addressing mode, the address of the data is specified in the instruction. The data will be in 

memory. In this addressing mode, the program instructions and data can be stored in different memory blocks. 

This type of addressing can be identified by 16-bit address present in the instruction. 

Eg.LDA 1050H- Load the data available in memory location 1050H in accumulator. 

 

Register Addressing 

In register addressing mode, the instruction specifies the name of the register in which the data is 

available. This type of addressing can be identified by register names (such as ‘A’, ‘B’....) in the instruction. 

Eg.MOV A, B -Move the content of B register to A register. 
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Register Indirect Addressing 

In register indirect addressing mode, the instruction specifies the name of the register in which the 

address of the data is available. Here the data will be in memory and the address will be in the register pair. This 

type of addressing can be identified by letter ‘M’ present in the instruction. 

Eg.MOV A, M - The memory data addressed by HL pair is moved to A register. 

 

Implied Addressing 

In implied addressing mode, the instruction itself specifies the type of operation and location of data to 

be operated. This type of instruction does not have any address, register name, immediate data specified along 

with it.  

Eg.CMA - Complement the content of accumulator. 

 

3. Describe with suitable 8085 assembly language program the use of subroutine instructions.  
Square wave generation with an subroutine 

       LXI SP, 27FFH                : Initialize stack pointer 
       LXI B, 1388H                :    Initialize counter with count 5000. 
       BACK: MVI A, COH 
       SIM                                :   Send high on SOD pin 
       CALL DELAY                :   Wait for 0.5 msec 
       MVI A, 40H                        : Send low on SOD pin 
       CALL DELAY                        : wait for. 5 msec 
       DCX B                                : Decrement count by 1 
       MOV A, C 
       ORA B                                : Check if count = 0 
       JNZ BACK                        : If not, repeat 
       HLT                                : Stop program execution 
 

4. Write an 8085 ALP to generate a delay of 1ms. Show the calculations 

• Performance/delay of each instruction  
              MVI  C, FFH                                             7 T-State 
              LOOP: DCR  C                                        4 T-State 
              JNZ   LOOP                                            7/10 T-State   

 Time delay in loop  
              TL= T x Loop T-States x N10 , where T=System clock period 
              N10= Equiv. decimal value of count  loaded to C  
              TL= 0.5x10-6 x (14 x 255)=1.8ms (ignore 10 T-State) 
 

5. Write a program to calculate and store in the results as mentioned. Five memory locations 
2401H, 2402H, 2403H, 2404H and 2405H have called Xl, X2, X3, X4 and X5.  (2405H) + X2 + X3 + x4  
(2403H) X5 - X3 - X2 - Xl.                                                                                                               (M/J 14) 
 

LXI H,2401 
MOV A,M 
INX H 
MVI B,05 
MVI C,00 
DCR B 
ADD M 
INR C 
INX H 
ADC  M 
INX H 
JNZ 
STA 2406. 
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6. Write an ALP with its output to add two 16 bit numbers using 8085.  
Program - Add two 16-bit numbers  

Sample problem: 
(4000H) = 15H 
(4001H) = 1CH 
(4002H) = B7H 
(4003H) = 5AH 
Result = 1C15 + 5AB7H = 76CCH 
(4004H) = CCH 
(4005H) = 76H 
 
Source Program 1: 
LHLD 4000H                : Get first I6-bit number in HL 
XCHG                        : Save first I6-bit number in DE 
LHLD 4002H                : Get second I6-bit number in HL 
MOV A, E                : Get lower byte of the first number 
ADD L                        : Add lower byte of the second number 
MOV L, A                : Store result in L register 
MOV A, D                : Get higher byte of the first number 
ADC H                        : Add higher byte of the second number with CARRY 
MOV H, A                : Store result in H register 
SHLD 4004H                : Store I6-bit result in memory locations 4004H and 4005H. 
HLT                        : Terminate program execution 

 
7. Describe the 8085 assembly language program for the loop structure with counting of 10 

numbers.  
 

To prepare an assembly language program for 8085 to count the number of zeros,even and odd 
numbers in an array 

MVI C,00 

MVI D,00 

MVI E,00 

LXI H,4200 

MOV B,M 

INX H 

LXI H,4200 

MOV B,M 

LABEL4:INX H 

MOV A,M 

CPI 00 

JNZ LABEL1 

INR C 

JNZ LABEL2 

LABEL1:RRC 

JNZ LABEL3 

INR D 

JMP LABEL2 

LABEL3:INR E 

LABEL2:DCR B 

JNZ LABEL4 

INX H 

MOV A,C 
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MOV M,A 

INX H 

MOV A,D 

MOV M,A 

INX H 

MOV A,E 

MOV M,A 

HLT 
 

8. Write an ALP  using 8085 instructions to find the biggest number in a block of data stored in the 
memory locations from 70H-7FH 

 

MEMORY LABEL MNEMONIC HEX CODE COMMENT 

4400  LXI H,4200 21 Load the array size to the HL pair 

4401   00 

4402   42 

4403  MOV B,M 46 Copy the array size to B register 

4404  INX H 23 Increment the memory 

4405  MOV A,M 7E Copy the first data to the Accumulator 

4406  DCR B 05 Decrement the Array size by 1 

4407 LOOP INX H 23 Increment the memory 

4408  CMP M BE Compare accumulator content and 

memory 

4409  JNC AHEAD D2 Jump on no carry to label AHEAD 

440A   0D 

440B   44 

440C  MOV A,M 7E Copy the memory content to the 

accumulator 

440D AHEAD DCR B 05 Decrement register B by 1 

440E  JNZ LOOP C2  

Jump on non-zero to label LOOP 440F   07 

4410   44 

4411  STA 4300 32  

Store accumulator content to 4300 4412   00 

4413   43 

4414  HLT 76 Program ends 

 

Observation 

Input at           4200    :           05H --------------- Array Size 

                        4201    :           0AH 

                        4202    :           F1H 

                        4203    :           1FH 

                        4204    :           26H 

                        4205    :           FEH 

Output at         4300    :           FEH 
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9. Write short notes on look up table and its usage.  
 A lookup table is an array that replaces runtime computation with a simpler array indexing operation. 

The savings in terms of processing time can be significant, since retrieving a value from memory is often faster 
than undergoing an 'expensive' computation or input/output operation.[1] The tables may be pre-calculated and 
stored in static program storage, calculated (or "pre-fetched") as part of a program's initialization phase 
(memorization), or even stored in hardware in application-specific platforms. Lookup tables are also used 
extensively to validate input values by matching against a list of valid (or invalid) items in an array and, in some 
programming languages, may include pointer functions (or offsets to labels) to process the matching input. 

Example of look up table 
Algorithm 

1. Initialize HL pair to point Look up table 
2. Get the data  
3. Check whether the given input is less than 9 
4. If yes go to next step else halt the program  
5. Add the desired address with the accumulator content 
6. Store the result 
 
LXI H,5000        ;Initialsie Look up table address  

          LDA 5050          ;Get the data  
          CPI 0A            ;Check input > 9  
          JC AFTER          ;if yes error  
          VI A,FF           ;Error Indication  
          STA 5051  
          HLT  

AFTER:   MOV C,A           ;Add the desired Address  
          MVI B,00  
          DAD B  
           MOV A,M  
          STA 5051          ;Store the result  
          HLT               ;Terminate the program 

LOOK UP TABLE: 
5000 01  
5001 04 
5002 09  
5003 16  
5004 25  
5005 36  
5006 49  
5007 64  
5008 81 

 
RESULT: 
Input:  
Data: 05H in memory location 5050  
Output:  
Data: 25H (Square of 5) in memory location 5051 
 
Input:  
Data: 11H in memory location 5050  
Output:  
Data: FFH (Error Indication) in memory location 5051 
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10. Write a 8085 assembly language program to divide a 8bit number by another 8bit number and 
store the quotient and reminder in the memory locations 4253 and 4252 respectively.  

 

  LXI H, 5000  

          MOV B, M        ;Get the dividend in B - reg.  

          MVI C, 00       ;Clear C - reg for quotient  

          INX H           ;Increment HL pair of registers 

          MOV A, M        ;Get the divisor in A - reg 

  NEXT: CMP B           ;Compare A - reg with register B. 

          JC LOOP         ;Jump on carry to LOOP  

          SUB B           ;Subtract A - reg from B - reg.  

          INR C           ;Increment content of register C.  

          JMP NEXT        ;Jump to NEXT  

   LOOP: STA 5002       ;Store the remainder in Memory  

          MOV A, C        ;Move Content of C - Reg to A - Reg 

          STA 5003        ;Store the quotient in memory  

          HLT             ;Terminate the program. 

Input:  

Data 1: FFH in memory location 5000  

Data 2: FFH in memory location 5001 

Output:  

Data 1: 01H in memory location 5002 as Remainder 

Data 2: FEH in memory location 5003 as Quotient 

 

11. Write an 8085 assembly language program to solve the following equation.  Z = 2X+Y where X 

and Y are stored in memory locations 4200 and 4201 respectively. The value of Y should be 

stored in 4202(lower byte) and 4203(higher byte). 

PROGRAM: 

            MVI D,00  Initialize register D to 00 

            MVI A,00    Initialize Accumulator content to 00 

            LXI H,4150 

            MOV B,M  Get the first number in B - reg 

            INX H 

            MOV C,M  Get the second number in C- reg. 

LOOP: ADD B  Add content of A - reg to register B. 

            JNC NEXT  Jump on no carry to NEXT. 

            INR D  Increment content of register D 

NEXT: DCR C Decrement content of register C. 

            JNZ LOOP Jump on no zero to address 

            STA 4152 Store the result in Memory 

            MOV C,M 

            MOV A, D 

STA 4153  Store the MSB of result in Memory 

           MOV A,C 

           MVI E,02 

           ADD E 

         STA 4154 

     HLT    Terminate the program 
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EE6502- MICROPROCESSOR AND MICROCONTROLLER  
. 
 

UNIT – III - 8051 MICROCONTROLLER 
PART - A 

1. What is Microcontroller? 
A device which contains the microprocessor with integrated peripherals like memory, serial ports, 

parallel ports, timer/counter, interrupt controller, data acquisition interfaces like ADC, DAC is called 
microcontroller. 
 
2. List the features of 8051 microcontroller.                                                                                            (N/D 14) 

The features are single supply +5 volt operation using HMOS technology. 4096 bytes program memory 
on chip (not on 8031), 128 data memory on chip, Four register banks, Two multiple modes, 16-bit timer/counter, 
Extensive Boolean processing capabilities, 64 KB external RAM size 

 
3. How is the Program memory organized in an 8051 Microcontroller?  

In an 8051 based system the entire 64KB program memory can be external or 4 KB is internal and 
the remaining 60 KB is external. This is decided by the logic level of the signal 

  
4. List the alternative functions assigned to port 3 pins of 8051 microcontroller.                             (M/J 11) 

Port 3 pins Alternative function 

P3.0 Received Data 

P3.1 Transmission Data 

P3.2 INT0 

P3.3 INT1 

P3.4 T0 

P3.5 T1 

P3.6 WR 

P3.7 RD 

 
5. What is the role of DPTR in 8051 Microcontroller? 

The Data Pointer (DPTR) is the 8051s only user-accessible 16-bit (2-byte) register. The Accumulator, 
"R" registers, and "B" register are all 1-byte values. DPTR, as the name suggests, is used to point to data. It is 
used by a number of commands which allow the 8051 to access external memory. When the 8051 accesses 
external memory it will access the external memory at the address indicated by DPTR. While DPTR is most often 
used to point to data in external memory, many programmers often take advantage of the fact that it’s the only 
true 16-bit register available. It is often used to store 2-byte values which have nothing to do with memory 
locations. 

 
6. Mention the size of DPTR and stack pointer in 8051 microcontroller. 

The DPTR is 16 bit data Register and SP is 8 bit Register. 
7. What is the need of Coprocessor? 

The general-purpose processors such as 8086 or 8085 are not optimized to do arithmetic manipulations, 
CRT display manipulation and word processing. Hence we go for a coprocessor, which is capable of doing 
dedicated functions (Special Operations) to increase the overall execution speed of larger systems. 

 
8. Write the vector address and priority sequence of 8051 interrupts 
The interrupts are : Vector address 
External interrupt 0 : IE0: 0003H 
Timer interrupt 0 : TF0: 000BH 
External interrupt 1 : IE1: 0013H 
Timer Interrupt 1 : TF1:001BH 
Serial Interrupt Receive interrupt : RI: 0023H 
Transmit interrupt : TI: 0023H 
   
9. What are the addressing modes of 8051 microcontroller?                                                                 (N/D14) 

The 8051 provides a total of five distinct addressing modes. 
(1) Immediate (2) register (3) direct (4) register indirect (5) indexed 
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10. Mention the purpose of    PSEN and   EA in 8051microcontroller.                                    (M/J 14), (N/D16) 

PSEN: If external ROM is used for storing program then a logic zero (0) appears on it every time the 
microcontroller reads a byte from memory. 

EA : By applying logic zero to this pin, P2 and P3 are used for data and address transmission with no 
regard to whether there is internal memory or not. It means that even there is a program written to the 
microcontroller, it will not be executed. Instead, the program written to external ROM will be executed. By 
applying logic one to the EA pin, the microcontroller will use both memories, first internal then external (if exists). 

 
11. List the interrupt sources in 8051 microcontroller.                                             (M/J 14), (N/D 15), (N/D 16) 

Microcontroller has 5 interrupts: (1) External interrupt 0 (2) External interrupt 1 (3) Timer0 overflow (4) 
Timer1 overflow (5) Transmission interrupt (TI)/ reception interrupt (RI)  (6)  Reset. 
 
12. What is the function of R registers in 8051 Microcontroller?                                                           (M/J13) 
The R registers are in a group of register banks denoted as bank 0 to bank 3. The R registers of any bank can 
take value from 0 to 7. At any one time the controller can use any one of the register banks as general purpose 
registers. The selection of register banks depends on the value of the bits RS0 and RS1 in the PSW registers. 
After a reset the PSW register is cleared and so the controller works with register bank0. 
13. Give the details of PSW of 8051. (May/June 2010) 
The PSW stores the status of the results of the ALU operations and some of the status of the processor by 
means of 1 bit status flags. The PSW is also known as flag register. The flags are useful for the programmer to 
test condition of the result and make decisions. The PSW consists of four math flags and two register bank select 
bits. The Math flag are carry, auxiliary carry, overflow and parity flag. The register bank select bits are RS0 and 
RS1. 
14. Mention the registers used for serial communication in 8051 Microcontroller? (Nov/Dec 2014) 
SCON- Serial port control register, SBUF- Serial port data buffer are the registers used for serial communication 
in 8051 Microcontrollers. 
15. What are Register banks in 8051 Microcontroller? 
34 General purpose or working registers in which A and B hold results of mathematical and logical 
operations.The other 32 registers are arranged as part of the internal RAM in four banks B0-B3 of eight 
registers each. 
16. Explain relative addressing in an 8051. 
In relative addressing, the instruction specifies the address relative to the PC(Program Counter). The instruction 
will carry an offset whose range is -12810 to +12710. The offset is added to the PC to generate the 16 bit physical 
address. 
Example: JC offset- If carry is one, then the program control jumps to an address obtained by adding the content 
of the PC and the offset value in the instruction. 
17. List the instructions that affect the overflow flag in 8051. 
ADD, ADDC, SUBB, DIV and MUL. 
18. List the Various Machine cycles of an 8051 controller. 
The various machine cycles of 8051 microcontroller are: 
1. External program memory fetch cycle 
2. External data memory read cycle. 
3. External data memory write cycle. 
4. Port Operation cycle. 
19. What are the SFRs associated with the Timer operations of 8051 Microcontroller? 
TMOD is dedicated to the two timers and can be considered to be two duplicate four bit registers, each of which 
controls the action of one of the timers. 
TCON has control bits and flags for the timers in the upper nibble and control bits and flags for the external 
interrupts in the lower nibble. 
20. Give steps to program 8051 for serial data transfer. 
The 8051 has a serial data communication circuit that uses register SBUF to hold the data. Register SCON 
controls data communication. Register PCON controls data rates. Pins RXD (P3.0) and TXD (P3.1) connect to 
the serial data network. 
21. How does the status of EA pin affect the access to internal and external program memory? 
EA- Enable interrupt bit, cleared to 0 by program to disable all interrupts; set to 1 to permit individual interrupts to 
be enabled by their enable bits. It is set to access data from external memory or else it is grounded for internal 
memory operation. 
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22. Write the functions of TMOD register in 8051 Microcontroller.(Nov/Dec 2015) 
(MSB)                                                                                                                               (LSB) 

GATE C/T   M1 M0 GATE C/T   M1 M0 

TIMER 1 TIMER 0 

GATE- When GATE =1 hardware control GATE =0, software control 

- Set 0 for Timer operation and Set 1 for Counter operation 
M1 M0- Mode selector bit 
0     0    - 13 bit timer 
0     1    - 16 bit timer / counter 
1     0    - 8 bit auto-reload timer /counter 
1     1  - TL 0 is an 8 bit timer /counter controlled by standard timer 0 control bits. TH0 is an 8 bit timer controlled 
by timer 1 control bits 
23. What are the differences between a Microcontroller and Microprocessor? 

Microprocessor Microcontroller 

It  is  termed  as  general  purpose  digital It  is  termed  as  special  purpose  digital 

computer. Controller. 

It contains the CPU,  memory, addressing It possesses all features of microprocessor 

circuits and interrupt handling circuit. and additionally it includes timers, parallel 

 and serial I/O and the internal RAM and 

 ROM. 

It  has  one  or  two  types  of  bit  handling It has many bit handling instructions. 

Instructions.  

Memory and I/O access time is large.  Memory and I/O access time is less. 

24. What is the purpose of timing diagram in 8051 microcontroller? (May/June 2015) 
The timing diagram depicts the machine cycles generated for each instruction. It includes the memory read write 
cycle and I/O read write cycle. 
25. Write down the instruction format of 8051 microcontroller. (May/June 2015) 
The instruction format is given by  
LABEL: MNEMONIC OPERAND1, OPERAND2; COMMENT 
The first field LABEL is an identifier which is optional. The second field is mnemonic which is compulsory. All 
instructions must contain mnemonics. The third fields are operands. The last field is comments. 
26.Explain the mode 0 of 8051 ports.(May/June 2016) 
In mode 0,the serial port functions as half duplex serial port at fixed baud rate and one data character is framed 
as 8 bits. 
 
 
 
 
 

UNIT – III - 8051 MICROCONTROLLER 

PART - B 

1. Explain in detail about the coprocessor. 

 A coprocessor is a special set of circuit s in a microprocessor chip that is designed to 

manipulate numbers or perform some other specialized function more quickly than the basic 

microprocessor circuits could perform the same task. A coprocessor offloads specialized 

processing operations, thereby reducing the burden on the basic microprocessor circuitry and 

allowing it to work at optimum speed. 

  For example, a math coprocessor performs mathematical computations, particularly floating-

point operations. Math coprocessors are also called numeric and floating-point coprocessors. 

 Most computers come with a floating-point coprocessors built in. However, that the program 

itself must be written to take advantage of the coprocessor. If the program contains no 

coprocessor instructions, the coprocessor will never be utilized. 

 In addition to math coprocessors, there are also graphics coprocessors for manipulating graphic 

images. These are often called accelerator boards. 
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2. (i) Explain with block diagram the architecture of 8051 microcontroller hardware.  

 
1.Memory Organization 

 Program Memory 

 Data Memory 

       2. Program Status Word 

 The Program Status Word (PSW) contains several status bits that reflect the 

current state of the CPU.  

 It contains the Carry bit, the Auxiliary Carry (for BCD operations), the two 

register bank select bits, the Overflow flag, a parity bit, and two user-definable 

status flags. 

3.Interrupt Structure 

The 8051 provides 4 interrupt sources 

Two external interrupts 

Two timer interrupts 
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4.Port Structures 

 The 8051 contains four I/O ports 

 All four ports are bidirectional 

 Each port has SFR (Special Function Registers P0 through P3) which works like a 

latch, an output driver and an input buffer 

 Both output driver and input buffer of Port 0 and output driver of Port 2 are used for 

accessing external memory 

 Accessing external memory works like this 

Port 0 outputs the low byte of external memory address (which is time-

multiplexed with the byte being written or read) 

Port 2 outputs the high byte (only needed when the address is 16 bits wide) 

Port 3 pins are multifunctional. The alternate functions are activated with the 1 

written in the corresponding bit in the port SFR. 

5.Timer/Counters 

 The 8051 has two 16-bit Timer/Counter registers 

 Timer 0  

 Timer 1 

 Both can work either as timers or event counters 

 Both have four different operating modes from which to select. 

 Mode 0 (13-bit Timer) 

 Mode 1 (16-bit Timer) 

 Mode 2 (8-bit Timer with Auto-Reload) 

 Mode 3 (Two 8-bit Timers)  
    (ii) Explain the interrupt structure of 8051 microcontroller.  

 8051 provides 4 interrupt sources 

o 2 external interrupts 

o 2 timer interrupts 

 They are controlled via two SFRs, IE and IP 

 Each interrupt source can be individually enabled or disabled by setting or clearing a 

bit in IE (Interrupt Enable). IE also exists a global disable bit, which can be cleared to 

disable all interrupts at once. 

 Each interrupt source can also be individually set to one of two priority levels by 

setting or clearing a bit in IP (Interrupt Priority) 

 A low-priority interrupt can be interrupted by high-priority interrupt, but not by 

another low-priority one 

 A high-priority interrupt can‟t be interrupted by any other interrupt source 

 If interrupt requests of the same priority level are received simultaneously, an internal 

polling sequence determines which request is serviced, so within each priority lever 

there is a second priority structure 

 
External Interrupts 

 External interrupts ~INT0 and ~INT1 have two ways of activation 
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o Level-activated 

o Transition-activated 

Timer 0 and Timer 1 Interrupts 

 Timer interrupts are generated by TF0 and TF1 flags in their respective Timer/Counter 

registers. 

3. (i) Explain the different addressing modes of 8051 microcontroller. 

Addressing Modes: 

• Direct Addressing 

– Operand is specified by an 8-bit address field in the instruction 

– This address mode is possible only for addressing internal Data RAM and 

SFRs 

• Indirect Addressing 

– The instruction specifies a register which contains the address of the operand 

– The address register for 8-bit addresses can be R0 or R1 of the selected bank, 

or the Stack Pointer 

– The address register for 16-bit addresses can only be 16-bit “data pointer” 

register, DPTR 

– Both internal and external RAM can be indirectly addressed 

• Register Instructions 

– Special instructions are used for accessing four register banks (containing R0 

to R7) 

– This instructions have 3-bit register specification within the opcode  

– This way of accessing registers is much more efficient because of no need for 

the address byte 

– When such instruction is executed one of registers in selected ban is accessed 

– Register bank is selected by two bank select bits in PSW 

• Register-Specific Instructions 

– These are instructions which are specific to a certain register and they don‟t 

need an address byte (they always operate with the same register) 

• Immediate Constants 

– The value of a constant follows the opcode  

– MOV A, #10 – loads the Accumulator with the decimal number 10 

• Indexed Addressing 

– Only Program Memory can be accessed and it can be a read 

– Used for reading look-up tables in Program Memory and “case jump” 

instruction. 
    (ii) Explain the vectored interrupts in 8051 microcontroller. 

8051 provides 5 vectored interrupts. They are – 

1.  
2. TF0 

3.  
4. TF1 

5. RI/TI 

Out of these, and    are external interrupts whereas Timer and Serial port interrupts are generated 

internally. The external interrupts could be negative edge triggered or low level triggered. All these interrupt, 

when activated, set the corresponding interrupt flags. Except for serial interrupt, the interrupt flags are cleared 

when the processor branches to the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). The external interrupt flags are cleared  on 

branching to Interrupt Service Routine (ISR), provided the interrupt is negative edge triggered. For low level 

triggered external interrupt as well as for serial interrupt, the corresponding flags have to be cleared by 

software by the programmer. Each of these interrupts can be individually enabled or disabled by „setting' or 

„clearing' the corresponding bit in the IE (Interrupt Enable Register) SFR. IE contains a global enable bit EA 

which enables/disables all interrupts at once. 
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EX0     interrupt (External)   enable bit 

ET0 Timer-0 interrupt enable bit 

EX1    interrupt (External) enable bit 

ET1 Timer-1 interrupt enable bit 

ES Serial port interrupt enable bit 

ET2 Timer-2 interrupt enable bit 

EA Enable/Disable all 

Setting „1' Enable the corresponding interrupt 

Setting „0' Disable the corresponding interrupt 
4. Explain the functional pin diagram of 8051 microcontroller. 

 
 Pin 40 provides supply voltage. 

 Pin 20 is the ground. 

 The 8051 has an on-chip oscillator but requires an external clock to run it. Most often    a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected to inputs XTAL1 (pin 19) and XTAL2 (pin 18). 

 Pin 9 is the RESET pin. It is an input and is active high (normally low). Upon applying a 

high pulse to this pin, the microcontroller will reset and terminate. 

 EA which stands for “external access,” is pin number 31 in the DIP packages. It is an input 

pin and must be connected to either Vcc or GND. In other words, it cannot be left 

unconnected. 

 PSEN stands for “program store enable.”  

 ALE (address latch enable) is an output pin and is active high. The ALE pin is used for 

demultiplexing the address and data. 

 The four ports PO, PI, P2, and P3 each use 8 pins, making them 8-bit ports. All the ports 

upon RESET are configured as input, since PO – P3 have value FFH on them. In 8051-based 

systems with no external memory connection, both PI and P2 are used as simple I/O. Port 3 

occupies a total of 8 pins, pins 10 through 17. It can be used as input or output.  

 

5. (i) Draw the TMOD register format and explain the different operating modes of timer in 

8051 microcontroller. 
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    (ii) Explain how serial communication is performed in 8051 microcontroller. 
The 8051 has 2 pins for transferring and receiving data by serial communication. These 2 
pins are a part of port 3 (P3.0 and P3.1).Serial communication is controlled by an 8bit 
register SCON  register.(serial control register). 
 

 
• SM0 and SM1 determine the mode 

• only mode 1 is important 

• For mode 1 SM0= 0, SM1=1 

• when mode 1 is chosen, the data framing is 8 bits, 1 stop bit, and 1 start bit 

• compatible with the COM port of PCs 

• mode 1 allows the baud rate to be variable and is set by Timer 1 of the 8051 
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• for each character a total of 10 bits are transferred, where the first bit is the start bit, 

followed by 8 bits of data, and finally 1 stop bit. 

• REN (receive enable)  

• REN=1, allows 8051 to receive data on the RxD  

• if 8051 is to both transfer and receive data, REN must be set to 1 

• REN=0, the receiver is disabled 

• TI (transmit interrupt) 

• when 8051 finishes the transfer of the 8-bit character, it raises the TI flag to 

indicate that it is ready to transfer another byte 

• RI (receive interrupt) 

• when the 8051 receives data serially via RxD, it places the byte in the SBUF 

register 

• then raises the RI flag bit to indicate that a byte has been received and should 

be picked up before it is lost 
6. Discuss about the organization of internal RAM and special function registers of 8051 

microcontroller in detail.  

Internal RAM of 8051: 

This Internal RAM is found on chip on the 8051. So it is the fastest RAM available 

and it is also the most flexible in terms of reading, writing, and modifying its contents. 

Internal RAM is volatile, so when the 8051 is reset this memory is cleared. The 128 

bytes of internal RAM is organized as below. 

(i) Four register banks (Bank 0, Bank 1, Bank 2 and Bank 3) each of 8 bits (total 

32 bytes. The default bank register is Bank 0. The remaining banks are selected 

with the help of RS0 and RS1 bits of PSW register. 

(ii)        16 bytes of bit addressable area and 

(ii) 80 bytes of general purpose area (scratch pad memory) as shown in the 

diagram below. This area is also utilized by the microcontroller as storage area 

for the operating stack. 
 

 
 

SPECIAL FUNCTION REGISTERS (SFRs): 

In 8051 microcontroller there certain registers which uses the RAM addresses from 80h to 

FFh and they are meant for certain specific operations. These registers are called Special 

function registers(SFRs). Some of these registers are bit addressable also. 

 

The list of SFRs and their functional names are given below. In these SFRs some of them are 

related to I/O ports(P0,P1,P2 and P3) and some of them are meant for control operations 

(TCON, SCON,PCON) and remaining are the auxillary SFRs, in the sense that they don‟t 
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directly configure the 8051. 

 

 
7. (i) Explain the memory structure of 8051. 

• Logical separation of program and data memory 

– Separate address spaces for Program (ROM) and Data (RAM) Memory 

– Allow Data Memory to be accessed by 8-bit addresses quickly and manipulated by 

8-bit CPU 

• Program Memory 

– Only be read, not written to 

– The address space is 16-bit, so maximum of 64K bytes 

– Up to 4K bytes can be on-chip (internal) of 8051 core 

– PSEN (Program Store Enable) is used for access to external Program Memory 

• Data Memory 

– Includes 128 bytes of on-chip Data Memory which are more easily accessible 

directly by its instructions  

– There is also a number of Special Function Registers (SFRs) 

– Internal Data Memory contains four banks of eight registers and a special 32-byte 

long segment which is bit addressable by 8051 bit-instructions 

– External memory of maximum 64K bytes is accessible by “movx” 
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Internal Data Memory, 128 bytes 

 
(ii) Explain the different serial communication modes in 8051. 

Serial Interface 

 The serial port of 8051 is full duplex, i.e., it can transmit and receive simultaneously. 

 The register SBUF is used to hold the data. The special function register SBUF is physically two registers. One 

is, write-only and is used to hold data to be transmitted out of the 8051 via TXD. The other is, read-only and 

holds the received data from external sources via RXD. Both mutually exclusive registers have the same 

address 099H. 

Serial Port Control Register (SCON) 

Register SCON controls serial data communication. 

Address: 098H (Bit addressable) 

 
MODE SELECT BITS 

 
SM2: multi processor communication bit  

REN: Receive enable bit  

TB8: Transmitted bit 8 (Normally we have 0-7 bits transmitted/received)  

RB8: Received bit 8  

TI: Transmit interrupt flag  

RI: Receive interrupt flag 
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8. Discuss the addressing modes of 8051 microcontroller with suitable examples. 

An "addressing mode" refers to how you are addressing a given memory location.The addressing 

modes are as follows, with an example of each: 

Immediate Addressing MOV A,#20h 

Direct Addressing MOV A,30h 

Indirect Addressing MOV A,@R0 

External Direct MOVX A,@DPTR 

Code Indirect MOVC A,@A+DPTR 

Each of these addressing modes provides important flexibility. 

Immediate Addressing 

Immediate addressing is so-named because the value to be stored in memory immediately follows the 

operation code in memory. That is to say, the instruction itself dictates what value will be stored in 

memory. 

For example, the instruction: 

MOV A,#20h 

This instruction uses Immediate Addressing because the Accumulator will be loaded with the value 

that immediately follows; in this case 20 (hexidecimal). 

Immediate addressing is very fast since the value to be loaded is included in the instruction. However, 

since the value to be loaded is fixed at compile-time it is not very flexible. 

Direct Addressing 

Direct addressing is so-named because the value to be stored in memory is obtained by directly 

retrieving it from another memory location. For example: 

MOV A,30h 

This instruction will read the data out of Internal RAM address 30 (hexidecimal) and store it in the 

Accumulator. 

Direct addressing is generally fast since, although the value to be loaded isnt included in the 

instruction, it is quickly accessable since it is stored in the 8051s Internal RAM. It is also much more 

flexible than Immediate Addressing since the value to be loaded is whatever is found at the given 

address--which may be variable. 

Also, it is important to note that when using direct addressing any instruction which refers to an 

address between 00h and 7Fh is referring to Internal Memory. Any instruction which refers to an 

address between 80h and FFh is referring to the SFR control registers that control the 8051 

microcontroller itself. 

Indirect Addressing 

Indirect addressing is a very powerful addressing mode which in many cases provides an exceptional 

level of flexibility. Indirect addressing is also the only way to access the extra 128 bytes of Internal 

RAM found on an 8052. 

Indirect addressing appears as follows: 

MOV A,@R0 

This instruction causes the 8051 to analyze the value of the R0 register. The 8051 will then load the 

accumulator with the value from Internal RAM which is found at the address indicated by R0. 

For example, lets say R0 holds the value 40h and Internal RAM address 40h holds the value 67h. 

When the above instruction is executed the 8051 will check the value of R0. Since R0 holds 40h the 

8051 will get the value out of Internal RAM address 40h (which holds 67h) and store it in the 

Accumulator. Thus, the Accumulator ends up holding 67h. 
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Indirect addressing always refers to Internal RAM; it never refers to an SFR. Thus, in a prior example 

we mentioned that SFR 99h can be used to write a value to the serial port. Thus one may think that the 

following would be a valid solution to write the value 1 to the serial port: 

MOV R0,#99h ;Load the address of the serial port 

MOV @R0,#01h ;Send 01 to the serial port -- WRONG!! 

This is not valid. Since indirect addressing always refers to Internal RAM these two instructions 

would write the value 01h to Internal RAM address 99h on an 8052. On an 8051 these two 

instructions would produce an undefined result since the 8051 only has 128 bytes of Internal RAM. 

External Direct 

External Memory is accessed using a suite of instructions which use what I call "External Direct" 

addressing. I call it this because it appears to be direct addressing, but it is used to access external 

memory rather than internal memory. 

There are only two commands that use External Direct addressing mode: 

MOVX A,@DPTR 

MOVX @DPTR,A 

As you can see, both commands utilize DPTR. In these instructions, DPTR must first be loaded with 

the address of external memory that you wish to read or write. Once DPTR holds the correct external 

memory address, the first command will move the contents of that external memory address into the 

Accumulator. The second command will do the opposite: it will allow you to write the value of the 

Accumulator to the external memory address pointed to by DPTR. 

External Indirect 

External memory can also be accessed using a form of indirect addressing which I call External 

Indirect addressing. This form of addressing is usually only used in relatively small projects that have 

a very small amount of external RAM. An example of this addressing mode is: 

MOVX @R0,A 

Once again, the value of R0 is first read and the value of the Accumulator is written to that address in 

External RAM. Since the value of @R0 can only be 00h through FFh the project would effectively be 

limited to 256 bytes of External RAM. There are relatively simple hardware/software tricks that can 

be implemented to access more than 256 bytes of memory using External Indirect addressing; 

however, it is usually easier to use External Direct addressing if your project has more than 256 bytes 

of External RAM. 

1. Explain the different modes with which the timer/counter in 8051 microcontroller can be 

programmed.  

The 8051 has two 16-bit Timer/Counter registers 

– Timer 0  

– Timer 1 

• Both can work either as timers or event counters 

• Both have four different operating modes from which to select. 

– Mode 0 (13-bit Timer) 

– Mode 1 (16-bit Timer) 

– Mode 2 (8-bit Timer with Auto-Reload) 

– Mode 3 (Two 8-bit Timers)  

Timer Mode-0 

Setting timer x mode bits to 00 in the TMOD register results in using the THX register as a 8-

bit counter and TLX as a 5-bit register (lower bits).  

The upper 3-bits of TLX are indeterminate and should be ignored. The timer overflow flag in 

TCON is set whenever THX goes from FFh to 00h. 

             Timer Mode-1 

Mode-1 is similar to mode-0 except TLX is configured as a full 8-bit counter. When the mode 

bits are set to 01 in TMOD. 
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               Timer Mode-2 

 (Auto-reload feature) TLX is used as a 8-bit counter only. THX is used to hold a value 

that is loaded 

 into TLX everytime TLX overflows from FFh to 00h. The time flag is also set when 

TLX overflows. 

 The mode shows auto reload feature where TLX will be initialized to the content of 

THX after TLX overflows. 

               Timer Mode-3 

Timer 1 in Mode-3 simply holds its count. The effect is the same as setting TR1=0. Timer 0 in 

Mode 

3 establishes TL0 and TH0 as two sperate counters 

 
2. (i) Explain the I/O ports and functions of 8051 microcontroller.  

The 8051 microcontroller has four parallel I/O ports,each of 8-bits, So, it provides the user 32 I/O lines 

for connecting the microcontroller to the peripherals. The four ports are P0( Port 0), P1( Port 1), P2( 

Port 2) and P3 (Port 3). Upon reset all the ports are output ports. In order to make them input, all the 

ports must be set i.e a high bit must be sent to all the port pins. This is normally done by the 

instruction “SET B”. 

PORT 0:  

If external memory is used,these port pins are used for lower address byte address/data(AD0-

AD7), 

Otherwise all bits of the port are either input or output.i=It has dual purpose.It can be used for 

both address and data bus. 

PORT 1: 

Port 1 occupies a total of 8 PINS.It acts as either input or output port.No pull up resistors 

required. 

PORT 2: 

Port 2 occupies a total of 8 PINS.It acts as either input or output port.No pull up resistors 

required. 

PORT 3: 

It‟s a 8 bit parallel port with dual function.It can be used for both I/O operations and  control 

operations.Additional functions of port 3 are listed below. 
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(ii) Explain how the internal timers are used to generate time delay by using 8051   

microcontroller.  
Delay using 8051 timer 

The 8051 microcontroller has two independent 16 bit up counting timers named Timer 0 and Timer 1 

and this article is about generating time delays using the 8051 timers. Generating delay using pure 

software loops have been already discussed here but such delays are poor in accuracy and cannot be 

used in sensitive applications. Delay using timer is the most accurate and surely the best method. 

A timer can be generalized as a multi-bit counter which increments/decrements itself on receiving a 

clock signal and produces an interrupt signal up on roll over. When the counter is running on the 

processor‟s clock , it is called a “Timer”, which counts a predefined number of processor clock pulses 

and  generates a programmable delay. When the counter is running on an external clock source (may 

be a periodic or aperiodic external signal) it is called a “Counter” itself and it can be used for counting 

external events. 

In  8051, the oscillator output is divided by 12 using a divide by 12 network and then fed to the Timer 

as the clock signal. That means for an 8051 running at 12MHz, the timer clock input will be  1MHz. 

That means the the timer advances once in every 1uS and the maximum time delay possible using a 

single 8051 timer is ( 2^16) x (1µS) = 65536µS. Delays longer than this can be implemented by 

writing up a basic delay program using timer and then looping it for a required number of time. We 

will see all these in detail in next sections of this article. 

Designing a delay program using 8051 timers. 

While designing delay programs in 8051, calculating the initial value that has to be loaded inot TH 

and TL registers forms a very important thing. Let us see how it is done. 

 Assume the processor is clocked by a 12MHz crystal. 

 That means, the timer clock input will be 12MHz/12 = 1MHz 

 That means, the time taken for the timer to make one increment = 1/1MHz = 1uS 

 For a time delay of “X” uS the timer has to make “X” increments. 

 2^16 = 65536 is the maximim number of counts possible for a 16 bit timer. 

 Let TH be the value value that has to be loaded to TH registed and TL be the value that has to 

be loaded to TL register. 

 Then, THTL =  Hexadecimal equivalent of (65536-X) where (65536-X) is considered in 

decimal. 

Example. 

 Let the required delay be 1000uS (ie; 1mS). 

 That means X = 1000 

 65536 – X =  65536 – 1000 = 64536. 

 64536 is considered in decimal and converting it t0 hexadecimal gives FC18 

 That means THTL = FC18 

 Therefore TH=FC and TL=18 

Program for generating 1mS delay using 8051 timer. 

The program shown below can be used for generating 1mS delay and it is written as a 

subroutine so that you can call it anywhere in the program. Also you can put this in a loop for 
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creating longer time delays (multiples of 1mS). Here Timer 0 of 8051 is used and it is 

operating in MODE1 (16 bit timer). 

 DELAY: MOV TMOD,#00000001B // Sets Timer 0 to MODE1 (16 bit timer). Timer 1 is not 

used 

        MOV TH0,#0FCH // Loads TH0 register with FCH 

        MOV TL0,#018H // LOads TL0 register with 18H 

        SETB TR0 // Starts the Timer 0 

 HERE: JNB TF0,HERE // Loops here until TF0 is set (ie;until roll over) 

       CLR TR0 // Stops Timer 0 

       CLR TF0 // Clears TF0 flag 

       RET 

 The above delay routine can be looped twice in order to get a 2mS delay and it is shown in 

the program below. 

 MAIN: MOV R6,#2D 

 LOOP: ACALL DELAY 

       DJNZ R6,LOOP 

       SJMP MAIN 

  

 DELAY: MOV TMOD,#00000001B  

        MOV TH0,#0FCH 

        MOV TL0,#018H  

        SETB TR0  

 HERE: JNB TF0,HERE  

       CLR TR0  

       CLR TF0  

       RET 
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EE6502- MICROPROCESSORS AND MICROCONTROLLERS  

UNIT – IV - PERIPHERAL INTERFACING 

PART – A 

1. What is a Programmable peripheral device? 

If the functions performed by a peripheral device can be altered or changed by a program instruction  then 

the peripheral device is called programmable device. Usually programmable device will have control 

registers. The device can be programmed by sending the control word in the prescribed format to the 

control register. 

2. What are the internal devices of an 8255? 

The internal devices of an 8255 are Port A, Port B and Port C. The ports can be programmed for either input 

or output function in different operating modes. 

3. Bring about the features of 8259. (May/June 2014) (Nov/Dec 2016) 

1. It is a programmable interrupt controller. It manages eight interrupt requests. 2. The interrupt vector 

addresses are programmable. 3. The priorities of interrupts are programmable. 4. The interrupt can be 

masked or unmasked individually. 

4. Write a Program to initialize a single 8259 connected to an 8085 processor. 

Let us assume that 8259 is IO mapped in the system. The 8259 can be initialized by sending ICW1,   ICW2 

and OCW1. Let the 8 bit address when A0 = 0 be 00H and when A0 =1 be 01H 

MVI A, ICW1 OUT 00 H, MVI A, ICW2 OUT 01H 

MVI A, OCW1 OUT 01H 

HLT 

5. What is the difference in programming master 8259 and slave 8259? 

The ICW3 will be different for master 8259 and slave 8259. For master, the ICW3 will inform the IR input 

that are having slaves. For slave, the ICW3 will inform its slave ID number. 

6. Write the various functional blocks of INTEL 8259. 

The various functional blocks of 8259 are Control logic, Read/Write logic, Data bus buffer, Interrupt 

Request Register (IRR), Interrupt Mask Register (IMR) and In-Service Register (ISR), Priority  Resolver 

(PR) and cascade buffer. 

7. Name any two types of ADC. 

The different types of ADC are successive approximation ADC, Counter type ADC flash type ADC, 

integrator converters and voltage to-frequency converters. 

8. Why the number of out ports in the peripheral-mapped I/O is restricted to 256 ports? 

The number of output ports in the peripheral I/O is restricted to 256 ports because the operand of the OUT 

instruction is 8-bits; it can have only 256 combinations 

9. Define Memory mapped I/O? 

In this method, an I/O device is treated as a memory location. The microprocessor uses 16 - bit address to 

identify and I/O device. Thus the memory map is shared between memory and I/O devices. 

10. What is an interrupt I/O? 

Interrupt is an event that causes the CPU to initiate a fixed sequence known as an interrupt sequence. 

11. What are the different ways to end the interrupt execution in 8259 PIC? (May/June 2011) AEOI 

(Automatic End of Interrupt) mode the ISR bit is reset at the end of the second INTA pulse. Otherwise, the 

ISR bit remains set until the issue of an appropriate EOI command at the end of the interrupt subroutine. 

12. What are the different types of DMA? 

Cycle stealing (or Single transfer) DMA, Block transfer (or Burst Mode) DMA and Demand transfer DMA. 

13. What is Cycle stealing DMA? 

In Cycle stealing DMA, the DMA controller will perform one DMA transfer in between instruction cycles 

(i.e. in this mode, the execution of one processor instruction and one DMA  data transfer will    take place 

alternatively). 

14. What is block and demand transfer mode DMA? 

1. In block transfer mode, the DMA controller will transfer a block of data and relieve the bus to    processor. 

After sometime another block of data is transferred by the DMA and so on. 

2. In demand transfer mode, the DMA controller will complete the entire data transfer at a stretch and then 

relieve the bus to the processor. 

 

 

 

15. What is the function of Scan section in 8279 programmable keyboard/Display controller? 

(May/June 2011)(May/June 2016) 
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Scan section which has two modes (i) Encoded Mode (ii) Decoded Mode 
Encoded Mode: In this mode, Scan counter provides a binary count from 0000 to 1111 the four scan lines

 (SC3 – SC0) with active high outputs. 

Decoded Mode: The internal decoder decodes the least significant 2 bits of binary count and provides four 

possible combinations on the scan lines. 

16. What are the output terminals in USART 8251? (May/June 2013) 

TXD, TXRDY, TXEMPTY, RXRDY, SYNDET/BD, DTR, RTS. 

17. Draw the mode word format of 8251 USART.( Nov/Dec 2012) 

 
Bit Configuration of Mode Instruction (synchronous) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bit Configuration of Mode Instruction (Asynchronous) 

18. What are the different peripheral interfacing used with 8085 microprocessor? (May/June 

2013) 

PIC 8259, PPI 8255, USART 8251, Programmable keyboard/display interface 8279. 

19. How data is transmitted in asynchronous serial communication? (May/June 2014) 

In asynchronous data transfer, one character is transferred at a time. Start and stop bits are used with  

each character. The transmitter and receiver use two separate clock inputs here. 

20. What are the functions of USART? (Nov/Dec 2014) 

It converts parallel data to serial or vice versa. The data transmission or reception can be either 

synchronous or asynchronous. It can be used to interface MODEM and establish serial communication 

through MODEM over telephone line. 

21. List the operating modes in 8253 timer/counter? (Nov/Dec 2014) 

Mode 0: interrupt or terminal count Mode 1: Rate generator 
Mode 3: square wave generator Mode 4: software triggered strobe 
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Mode 5: hardware triggered strobe 

22. What are the internal registers available in 8259 PIC? (May/June 2015) 

Interrupt mask register (IMR), Interrupt Request register (IRR) and In-service register (ISR) 

23. Distinguish between synchronous and asynchronous transmission. (May/June 2015) 

Asynchronous Synchronous 

In this, a word or a character is preceded by a 
start bit and followed by a stop bit. 

In this, the transmission begins with a block header, 
which is a sequence of bits. 

Data can be sent one at a time Large amount of data can be transmitted at a time 

24. Write the control word value for 8255 PPI when PORT A AND PORT B are inputs in simple 

I/O mode. (Nov/Dec 2015,2016)(May/June 2016) 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 

1 0 0 1 X 0 1 X 

25. What are the working modes of 8254 timer?(Nov/Dec 2015) 

MODE 0: Interrupt on terminal count MODE 1: Hardware retriggerable one-shot 

MODE 2: Rate Generator MODE 3: Square Wave Mode 

26.What are the internal devices of a typical DAC?(May/June 2016) 

It includes R-2R resistor network, an internal latch and current to voltage conversion amplifier. 

27. Write a program to find 2’s complement using 8051.(May June 2016) 

MOV A,#55, 

CPL A 

ADD A,01 

SJMP 
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UNIT – IV - PERIPHERAL INTERFACING 

PART - B 

1. Draw and explain the functional block diagram of 8255 PPI. 

 

Data Bus buffer: 

• It is a 8-bit bidirectional Data bus. 

• Used to interface between 8255 data bus with system bus. 

• The internal data bus and Outer pins D0-D7 pins are connected in internally. 
• The direction of data buffer is decided by Read/Control Logic. 

Read/Write Control Logic: 

• This is getting the input signals from control bus and Address bus 

• Control signal are RD and WR. 

• Address signals are A0, A1, and CS. 

• 8255 operation is enabled or disabled by CS. Group A and Group B control: 
• Group A and B get the Control 

• Signal from CPU and send the command to the individual control blocks. 

• Group A send the control signal to port A and Port C (Upper) PC7-PC4. 

• Group B send the control signal to port B and Port C (Lower) PC3-PC0. 

• PORT A: 

• This is a 8-bit buffered I/O latch. 

• It can be programmed by mode 0, mode 1, and mode 2. 

• PORT B: 

• This is a 8-bit buffer I/O latch. 

• It can be programmed by mode 0 and   mode 1. 

• PORT C: 

• This is a 8-bit Unlatched buffer Input and an Output latch. 

• It is splitted into two parts. 
• It can be programmed by bit set/reset operation. 
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2. Design an interface circuit needed to connect DIP switch as an input device and display the    

value of the key pressed using 7 segment LED display. Using 8085 system, write a program to 

implement the same. 

 

START: MVI A, 10H 

OUT 01H 

MVI A, DCH 

OUT 01H 

MVI 90H 

OUT 01H 

L2 MVI B, 08H 

LXI H, 4200H 

L1 MOV A, M 

OUT OOH 

CALL DELAY 

INX H 

DCR B 

JNZ L1 

JMP L2 

DELAY LXI D, FFFFH 

L3 DCX D 

MOV A, D 

ORA E 

JNZ L3 

RET 
 

 

3. (i) Explain the block diagram and modes of 8254 timer. 

The Intel 8254 is a counter/timer device designed to solve the common timing control 

problems in microcomputer system design. It provides three independent 16-bit counters, 
each capable of handling clock inputs upto 10  MHz.  All  modes  are  software  

programmable. The 8254 is a superset of the 8253. 

Block Diagram: 
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Data bus buffer 

This 3-state, bi-directional, 8-bit buffer is used to interface the 8254 to the system bus. 

 

Read/write logic 

The Read/Write Logic accepts inputs from the system bus and generates control signals     

for the other functional blocks of the 8254. A1and A0 select one of the three counters or   
the Control Word Register to be read from/written into. A ``low'' on the RD input tells the 

8254 that the CPU is reading one of the counters. A ``low'' on the WR input tells the 8254 
that the CPU is writing either a Control Word or an initial count. Both RD and WR are 

qualified by CS, RD and WR are ignored unless the 8254 has been  selected by holding  
CS low. 
Control word register 

The Control Word Register (see Figure 4) is selected by the Read/Write Logic when A1, 

A0=11. If the CPU then does a write operation to the 8254, the  data  is stored in the        
Control Word Register and is interpreted as a Control Word used to define the operation   

of the Counters. The Control Word Register can only be written to; status information is 
available with the Read-Back Command. 

COUNTER 0, COUNTER 1, COUNTER 2 
These three functional blocks are identical in operation. The Counters are  fully  

independent. Each Counter may operate in a different Mode. 

MODE 0: INTERRUPT ON TERMINAL COUNT 
Mode 0 is typically used for event counting. After the Control Word is written, OUT is 

initially low, and will remain low until the Counter reaches zero. OUT then goes high and 

remains high until a new count or a new Mode 0 Control Word is written into the               
Counter. GATE=1 enables counting; GATE= 0 disables counting. GATE has no effect on 

OUT. 

MODE 1: HARDWARE RETRIGGERABLE 
ONE-SHOT OUT will be initially high. OUT will go low on the CLK pulse following a 
trigger to begin the one-shot pulse, and will remain low until the Counter reaches zero.    

OUT will then go high and remain high until the CLK pulse after the next trigger. After 

writing the Control Word and initial count, the Counter is armed. 

MODE 2: RATE GENERATOR 
This Mode functions like a divide-by-N counter.  It  is typically used to generate a Real  

Time Clock interrupt. OUT will initially be high. When the initial count has decremented 
to 1, OUT goes low for one CLK pulse. OUT then goes high again, the Counter reloads     

the initial count and the process is repeated. Mode 2 is periodic; the same sequence is  
repeated indefinitely. 
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MODE 3: SQUARE WAVE MODE 
Mode 3 is typically used for Baud rate generation. Mode 3 is similar to Mode 2 except for 

the duty cycle of OUT. OUT will initially be high. When half the initial count has expired 

OUT goes low for the remainder of the count. Mode 3 is periodic. 

MODE 5: HARDWARE TRIGGERED STROBE (RETRIGGERABLE) 
OUT will initially be high. Counting is triggered by a rising edge  of GATE. When the  

initial count has expired, OUT will go low for one CLK pulse and then go high again 
 

(ii) Explain the architecture, functions and registers of the 8255 PPI. 
 

Data Bus buffer: 

• It is an 8-bit bidirectional Data bus. 

• Used to interface between 8255 data bus with system bus. 

• The internal data bus and Outer pins D0-D7 pins are connected in internally. 
• The direction of data buffer is decided by Read/Control Logic. 

Read/Write Control Logic: 

• This is getting the input signals from control bus and Address bus 

• Control signal are RD and WR. 

• Address signals are A0, A1, and CS. 
• 8255 operation is enabled or disabled by CS. 

Group A and Group B control: 

• Group A and B get the Control 

• Signal from CPU and send the command to the individual control blocks. 

• Group A send the control signal to port A and Port C (Upper) PC7-PC4. 
• Group B send the control signal to port B and Port C (Lower) PC3-PC0. 

PORT A: 

• This is an 8-bit buffered I/O latch. 

• It can be programmed by mode 0, mode 1, and mode 2. 

PORT B: 

• This is an 8-bit buffer I/O latch. 
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• It can be programmed by mode 0 and   mode 1. 

PORT C: 

• This is an 8-bit Unlatched buffer Input and an Output latch. 

• It is splitted into two parts. 
• It can be programmed by bit set/reset operation. 

4. (i) Write a neat functional block diagram, explain the functions of 8259 PIC. 

 
 

DATA BUS BUFFER 

 It is an eight pin bidirectional data bus. Control, Status  and  Interrupt  vector  

information are transformed through this bus. 

 It allows 8259 to send interrupt code and address of interrupt service subroutine to the 
processor. 

READ/WRITE LOGIC 

 The function of this block is to accept Output commands from the CPU. 

 It contains the  Initialization  Command  Word  (ICW)  registers  and  Operation  

Command Word (OCW) registers which store the various control formats for device 
operation. 

 This function block also allows the status of the 8259A to be transferred onto the Data 
Bus. 

CONTROL LOGIC 

 It has two pins: INT as an output which goes high if valid interrupt is asserted.           

INTA an acknowledgement from processor to 8259. 

CS (CHIP SELECT) 

 A LOW on this input enables the 8259A. No reading or writing of the 
chip will occur unless the device is selected. 

WR (WRITE) 

 A  LOW on this input enables the CPU to write control words (ICWs and OCWs) to   

the 8259A. 

RD (READ) 

 A LOW on this input enables the 8259A to send the status of the Interrupt Request 
Register (IRR), In Service Register (ISR), the Interrupt Mask Register (IMR), or the 
Interrupt level onto the Data Bus. 

A0 

 This input signal is used in conjunction with WR and RD signals to write commands 
into the various command registers, as well as reading the various status registers of 

the chip. This line can be tied directly to one of the address lines 
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INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER (IRR) 

 It has 8 input lines (IR0 – IR7) for interrupts. When these lines goes high, the request 

are stored in the register. 

 It registers a request only if the interrupt is unmasked. 

IN SERVICE REGISTER (ISR) 

 ISR keeps track of which interrupts are currently being serviced and  
the  corresponding bit will be set in this register. 

PRIORITY RESOLVER 

 This logic block determines the priorities of the bits set in the IRR. The highest            

priority is selected and stored into the corresponding bit of the ISR during  INTA  

pulse. 

INTERRUPT MASK REGISTER (IMR) 

 The IMR  stores the bits which mask the interrupt  lines to  be masked.  The  IMR  
operates on the IRR. Masking of a higher priority input will not affect the interrupt 

request lines of lower quality. 

 

(i) Explain with a neat sketch the ADC interfacing with 8085 microprocessor. 

 
The successive approximation circuit typically consists of four block: 

 A sample and hold circuit to acquire the input voltage (VIN). 

 An analog voltage comparator that compares Vin to the output of the internal 
DAC and outputs the result of the comparison to the successive approximation 

register (SAR). 

 A successive approximation register block designed to supply an approximate 

digital code of Vin to the internal DAC. 

An internal reference DAC that supplies the comparator with an analog voltage equivalent of 

the digital code output of the SAR for comparison with Vin. 
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5. With functional diagram, explain the operation and programming of 8251 USART in detail. 

 
TRANSMITTER 

MOV SI, 1500 

MOV AL, 36H 

OUT 16H, AL 

MOV AL, 40H 

OUT 10H, AL 

MOV AL, 01H 

OUT 10H, AL 

RELOAD: MOV CL, 05H 

CHECK:  IN AL, OAH 

AND AL, 04H 

JZ CHECK 

MOV AL, [SI] 

OUT 08H, AL 

INC SI 
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CMP AL, 3FH 

JNZ RELOAD 

DEC CL 

JNZ CHECK 
INT 02 

RECEIVER: 
MOV SI, 1500 
MOV AL, 36H 

OUT 16H, AL 
MOV AL, 40H 

OUT 10H, AL 
MOV AL, 01H 

OUT 10H, AL 

RELOAD: MOV CL, 05H 

CHECK: IN AL, OAH 
AND AL, 02H 

JZ CHECK 
IN AL, 08H 

MOV [SI], AL 
INC SI 

CMP AL, 3FH 
JNZ RELOAD 

DEC CL 
JNZ CHECK 

INT 02 
 

6. Explain the working of 8254 timer and write a program using it to generate a square 

waveform of period 3 msec. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
To generate a square wave: 
START: MVI A, 36 

OUT 0CEH 

MVI A, 0A 
OUT 
0C8H MVI 
A, 00 OUT 
0C8H 
HLT 
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• A 16 bit count is loaded in  its  

register and on command, it begins  
to decrement the count until it 
reaches 0.At the end of count, it 
generates a pulse that can be used 
to interrupt the CPU. 

• The counter can count in binary or 
BCD. 

• 6 Modes of operation , i)  Interrupt  
on terminal  count,  ii) 
Programmable one shot, iii) Rate 
generator, iv) Square wave 
generator, v) Software triggered 
mode, vi) Hard ware triggered  
mode. 
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7. Explain the block diagram, architecture and registers of the 8279 keyboard/display controller. 

  
 

It consists 4 main section. 
1. CPU interface and control section. 

2. Scan section 

3. Keyboard Section 
4. Display section. 

CPU INTERFACE AND CONTROL SECTION: 

It consists of 

1. Data buffers 

2. I/O control 

3. Control and timing registers. 

4. Timing and control logic. 

Data Buffers: 

• 8-bit bidirectional buffer. 
• Used to connect the internal data bus and external data bus. 

I/O control: 

• I/O control section uses the A0, CS, RD and WR signals to controls the data flow. 

• The data flow is enabled by CS=0otherwise it is the high impedance state. 
• A0=0 means the data is transferred. 

• A0=1 means status or command word is transferred. 

Timing and control registers: 
• Store the keyboard and display modes and others operating condition programmed by 

the CPU. 

• The modes are programmed by sending proper command A0=1. 

Timing and control: 

• It consist timing counter chain. 
• First counter is divided by N prescalar that can be programmed to give an internal 
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frequency of 100 KHz. 

SCAN SECTION 

• It has two modes, 

1. Encoded mode 
2. Decoded mode. 

ENCODED MODE: 

• It provide binary count from 0000 to 1111 by four scan lines  (SC3-SC0) by active  
high inputs. 

• It is externally decoded to provide 16 scan lines 

• Display use all 16 lines to interface 16 digit 7 segment display. 
• But keyboard use only 8 scan lines out of 16 lines. 

DECODED MODE: 

• In this mode, the internal decoder decodes the least 2 significant bits. 
• It is provide four possible combination from (SC0-SC3) such as 1110, 1101, 1011 and 

0111. 

• This four active low outputs line is used to directly to interface 4 –digit 7-segment  

display ,8*4 matrix keyboard 

KEYBOARD SECTION 

This is consist of, 

• Return buffers. 

• Keyboard denounce control. 

• FIFO / sensor RAM. 

• FIFO / sensor RAM status. 

Return buffers: 
• 8 return lines (RL7-RL0) are buffered and latched by when each row scan in scanned 

keyboard or sensor matrix mode. 

• In strobed mode, the contents of return lines are transferred to FIFO Ram. 

Keyboard Debounce and Control: 

• It is enabled only when keyboard mode is selected. 

• In this mode, return lines are scanned whether any keys are closed in the row. 

• If debounce circuit is detect any closed switch it wait about 10 msec. 

• It is continued, the status of SHIFT and CONTROL keys are transferred into RAM. 

• FIFO/SENSOR RAM: 

• This is a dual function of 8*8 RAM. 

• In scanned key board mode and Strobed input mode, it is FIFO. 
• Each new entry is written into successive RAM position and read in the order of          

entry. 

• In sensor matrix mode it is a sensor RAM. 

• Each sensor RAM is loaded with corresponding sensor RAM status. 

• FIFO/SENSOR RAM status: 

• This is used to tell the status of FIFO/SENSOR RAM. 
• The status of logic also makes IRQ signal is High, When FIFO is empty. 

DISPLAY SECTION: 

It consists of, 

1. Display RAM. 

2. Display Address registers. 
3. Display registers. 

DISPLAY RAM: 

• It is a 16*8 RAM. 

• Which stores 16 digits display codes. 

• It can be accessed by CPU directly. 

• In Decoded mode, 8279 uses only first four location of Display RAM. 

• In Encoded mode, 8279 uses only first eight location of Display RAM. 
• And all 16 location for 16 digits display. 
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DISPLAY ADDRESS REGISTERS: 

• Used to hold address of the byte currently write or read by the CPU and scan count  

value. 

• In auto increment mode, address in the register is automatically incremented for each 

write or read. 

DISPLAY REGISTERS: 

• It is a two 4-bit registers such as, A and B. 

• They hold the bit patterns of character to be displayed. 
• The content of display registers A and B can B blanked and inhibited individually. 

8. (i) Explain the advantages of using the keyboard and display controller chips in 
microprocessor based system. 

When keyboard and display controller chips are used, it takes care of all  tasks  

involved in  keyboard scanning and display refreshing. Hence, the processor is  relieved  

from the task of keyboard scanning, debouncing, keyboard generation and display 

refreshing and so the processor time can be more efficiently used for computing. 

 
(ii) Write a program using RST 5.5 interrupt to get an input from keyboard and display   
it. 

MVI A, OEH 
SIM 
EI 
MVI A, 01000000 
OUT 41H 
IN 40H 
ANI 00111111 
STA IBUFF 
MVI A, 90H 
OUT  41H 
MVI A, CODE 
OUT 40H RIM 
RET 

9. Discuss the internal architecture of 8253 programmable interval timer. 

 
 

DATA BUS BUFFER: 
 

This tristate, bi-directional, 8-bit buffer is used to interface the 8253/54 to the system data 

bus. The Data bus buffer has three basic functions. 

1. Programming the modes of 8253/54. 
2. Loading the count registers. 

3. Reading the count values. 
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READ/WRITE LOGIC: 

The Read/Write logic has five signals: RD, WR, CS and the address lines A0 and A1. In the 

peripheral I/O mode, the RD, and WR signals are connected to IOR and IOW, respectively. 

In memory-mapped I/O, these are connected to MEMR and MEMW. Address lines A0 and 

A1 of the CPU are usually connected to lines A0 and A1 of the 8253/54, and CS is tied to a 

decoded address. The control word register and counters are selected according to the signals 

on lines A0 and A1. 

 
 

Control Word Register: 

This register is accessed when lines A0 and A1 are at logic 1. It is used to write a command 

word which specifies the counter to be used (binary or BCD), its mode, and either a read or 

write operation. 

Counters: 

These three functional blocks are identical in operation. Each counter consists of a single, 16 

bit, pre-settable, down counter. The counter can operate in either binary or BCD and its input, 

gate and output are configured by the selection of modes stored in the control word register. 

The counters are fully independent. The programmer can read the contents of any of the three 

counters without disturbing the actual count in process 

10. Draw the block diagram of 8237 DMA controller and explain each block. 

 

• A DMA controller is a device, usually peripheral to a CPU that is programmed to perform 

a sequence of data transfers on behalf of the CPU. 

• A DMA controller can directly access memory and is used to transfer data from one 

memory location to another, or from an I/O device to memory and vice versa. 

• A DMA controller manages several DMA channels, each of which can be programmed to 

perform a sequence of these DMA transfers. Devices, usually I/O peripherals, that acquire 

data that must be read (or devices that must output data and be written to) signal the DMA 

controller to perform a DMA transfer by asserting a hardware DMA request (DRQ) 

signal. A DMA request signal for each channel l is routed to the DMA controller. This 

signal is monitored and responded to in much the same way that a processor handles 

interrupts. 

• When the DMA controller sees a DMA request, it responds by performing one or many 

data transfers from that I/O device into system memory or vice versa. 
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Functional Description 

 
 

8237 ARCHITECTURE: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The 82C37A direct memory access controller is designed to improve the data transfer 
rate in systems which must transfer data from an I/O device to memory, or move a 
block of memory to an I/O device. 

• It will also perform memory to memory block moves, or fill a block of memory with 
data from a single location. 

• Operating modes are provided to handle single byte transfers as well as discontinuous 
data streams, which allows the 82C37A to control data movement with software 
transparency. 

• The DMA controller is a state driven address and control signal generator, which       
permits data to be transferred directly from an I/O device to memory or vice versa 
without ever being stored in a temporary register. 
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• This can greatly increase the data transfer rate for sequential operations, compared       
with processor move or repeated string instructions. 

• The block diagram of the 82C37A is shown in Fig. The timing and control block,      
priority block, and internal registers are the main components. The timing and control 
block derives internal timing from clock input, and generates external control signals. 

• The Priority Encoder Block resolves priority contention between DMA Channels 
requesting service simultaneously 
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EE6502 - Microprocessors and Microcontrollers 

UNIT – V MICROCONTROLLER PROGRAMMING & APPLICATIONS 
PART-A 

1. Explain DAA instruction of 8051. 

Decimal adjust accumulator for addition bytes 
 

2. Name different types of jump instructions. 

There are three forms of jump. They are LJMP (Long jump)-address 16; AJMP (Absolute 

Jump)-   address 11; SJMP (Short Jump)-relative address 
 

3. Explain the addressing modes of 8051. 

(i) Register addressing (ii) Direct byte addressing (iii) Register indirect addressing                        

(iv) Immediate addressing (v) Register specific addressing (vi) Index addressing                     

(vii) Bit addressing 
 

4. Identify the addressing mode used by each of the following instruction. 

(i) MOV  A, R4  Register addressing   (ii) MOVC A, @A+DPTR Index addressing                      

(iii) SWAP A   Register specific addressing (iv) MOV A, #30H Immediate addressing 
 

5. Explain PUSH and POP instructions in 8051. 

PUSH-The stack pointer is incremented by one. The contents of the indicated variable are then 

copied into the internal RAM location addressed by the stack pointer. POP - Reverse of PUSH 

operation. 
 

6. What are the applications of 8051 Microcontroller? (May/June 2012) 

(i) Washing Machine control, (ii) Traffic Light control, (iii) Servo Motor control,                        

(iv) Stepper motor control, (v) DC motor control. 
 

7. Explain rotate instructions of 8051. 

RL A, RLC A, RR A, RRC A 
 

8. Give the PSW setting for masking register bank 2 as default register bank in 8051 

Microcontroller.( (Nov/Dec 2016) 

Selecting one of the 4 banks is done by setting or clearing the 2 bank select bits RB0 and RB1 in 

the PSW register. Registers are called R0 to R7 by default 
 

9. How can you perform multiplication in 8051? 

MUL AB  multiplies the unsigned eight bit integers in the Accumulator and REG B .The low 

order      byte of the 16 Bit product is left in the accumulator, and the high order byte in B. 
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10. If the product is 12. How can you perform addition in 8051? 

MOV A, #30H 

ADD A, #50H 
 

11. Name any four bit manipulation instructions in 8051? 

ANL A, ORL A, XRL A, CLR A 
 

12. Write a program to subtract the contents of R1 of Bank 0from the contents of R0 of 

Bank 2 using 8051? 

MOV PSW, #10 

MOV A, R0 MOV PSW, #00 SUBB A, R1 
 

13. Write a program to subtract 2 8-bit numbers &exchange the digits using 8051? 

MOV A, #9F 

MOV R0, #40 

SUBB A, R0 SWAP A 
 

14. Write a program to mask the 0th &7th bit using 8051. 

MOV A, data 

ANL A, #81 

MOV DPTR, #4500 

MOVX @DPTR, A 

LOOP: SJMP LOOP 
 

15. Write a program to perform multiplication of 2 numbers using 8051? 

MOV A, #data 1 

MOV B, #data 2 MUL AB 

MOV DPTR, #5000 

MOV@DPTR, A (lower value) INC 

DPTR MOV A, B 

MOVX @ DPTR, A 
 

16. Mention the interrupts of 8051 microcontroller? (Nov/Dec 2013) 

INT0, TF0, INT1, TF1, R1 & T1 

 

17. Give an example for DA instruction of 8051 microcontroller? (Nov/Dec 2012) 

ADDA, #1 DAA 
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18. State the functions performed by JBC and CJNE instructions in 8051 microcontroller. 
(May/June 2014) 
JBC: SYNTAX: JBC bit addr, reladdr 
Jump if Bit Set and Clear Bit. JBC will branch to the address indicated by reladdr if the bit 
indicated    by bit addr is set. Before branching to reladdr the instruction will clear the indicated 
bit. If the bit is      not set program execution continues with the instruction following the JBC 
instruction. 
CJNE: SYNTAX: CJNE operand1, operand2, reladdr. 
Compare and Jump If Not Equal. CJNE compares the value of operand1 and operand2 and 
branches to the indicated relative address if operand1 and operand2 are not equal. If the two 
operands are equal program flow continues with the instruction following the CJNE instruction. 
 
19. What is Program Status Word? (May/June 2014) (Nov/Dec 2015,2016) 
The current state of the processor is stored in a register called Processor Status Word (PSW).The 
PSW contains bits which indicate such things as whether the previous arithmetic operations 
produced a positive, negative or zero result 
 
20. State the Principle of microcontroller based stepper motor control system. 
Crystal Oscillator of the Microcontroller generates the pulse for stepper motor. The interfacing 
of stepper motor requires a circuit which can generate the step pulses at the desired state and the 
direction signal. 
 
21. Why do we need opto- isolator circuit between microcontroller and the stepper motor? 
As the operating voltage between microcontroller and stepper motor is different so in order to 
isolate  the two parts of the system we need opto- isolator. 
 
22. What are the operations of washing machine? 
Fill, Agitate, Soak, Drain, and Spin. 
 
23. What are the control signals from 8051 microcontroller required for washing machine 
control? (May/June 2015) 
Fill, Agitate, Drain and spin operation signals are the control given through microcontroller. 
 
24. How pulse is generated using 8051 microcontroller? (May/June 2015) 
MOV  TMOD, #01 ; Timer 0, mode 1(16-bit) 
HERE: MOV TL0, #0F2H  ; Timer value = FFF2H 

MOV TH0, #0FFH 
CPL P1.5 
ACALL DELAY 
SJMP HERE 
 

25. List the difference between MOV and MOVX instructions (Nov/Dec 2015) 
MOV copies the value of operand 2 into operand 1. The value of operand 2 is not affected. Both 
operand 1 and operand 2 must be in internal RAM. 
Eg: MOV A, R0 
MOVX moves a byte to or from external memory into or from the 
accumulator. Eg: MOVX @R0, A 
 
26.Mention any four data transfer instructions of 8051 microcontroller(Nov/Dec 2016) 
MOVX,MOV,MOV DPTR,MOVX A. 
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UNIT – V MICROCONTROLLER PROGRAMMING & APPLICATIONS 
PART - B 

1. i) Write 8051 ALP to read data from port I when negative edge triggered at INTO 
and  supply the data to port 2 by masking the upper 4 bits. 

 
 
ii) Write 8051 ALP  to transmit ‘Hello  World’ to PC  at 9600 baud for external 
crystal  frequency of 11.0592MHz. 

 
2. How to interface a 4*4 matrix keyboard using 8051 microcontroller and explain 
how to identify the key process. 

Matrix Keypads are commonly used in calculators, telephones etc where a number of 
input switches are required. Matrix keypad is made by arranging push button switches in row 
and columns. In the straight forward way to connect a 4×4 keypad (16 switches) to a 
microcontroller we need 16   inputs pins. But by connecting switches in the following way, 
the status of each switch can be read    using 8 pins of the microcontroller. 
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4×4-Matrix-Keypad 
The status of each keys can be determined by a process called Scanning. Assume that all 
the column pins (Col1 – Col4) are connected to the inputs pins and all the row pins are 
connected to the output      pins of the microcontroller. In the normal case all the column 
pins are pulled up (HIGH state) by       internal or external pull up resistors. The status of 
each switch can be read through scanning. 

1. A logic LOW is given to Row1 and others (Row2 – Row-4) HIGH 
2. Now each Column is scanned. If any switch belongs to 1st row is pressed 

corresponding          column will pulled down (logic LOW) and we can detect the 
pressed key. 

3. This process is repeated for all rows. 
Interfacing with 8051 Microcontroller Circuit diagram 
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3.(i) Write an 8051 ALP to copy 10 bytes of data stored from location 30H to 
another location starting from  50H. 
MOV R0,#30H // Address of the starting location of source data is moved 
to R0. MOV R1,#50H // Address of the starting location of destination is moved 
to R1MOV R3,#OAH // Set the counter R3 with 10. 
R3,#10d.LOOP: MOV A, @R0  // Indirect addressing mode is used. 

Contents at the location of Ro (30H) is copied to accumulator. 
MOV @R1, A // Contents in accumulator is copied to location pointed by Ra 
(that is 50H). 
INC R0 // Ro is incremented by 1 to point to next location. 
INC R1 // R1 is incremented by 1 to point to next location. 
DJNZ R3, LOOP  // Counter register R3 is decremented by 1 and checked against 
zero. STOP: SJMP STOP // Infinite loop to terminate program. 

 
(ii) Explain how to control a stepper motor using 8051 microcontroller with a neat

 interfacing diagrams and assembly programs. 
Stepper Motor Control using 8051 Microcontroller Circuit Design: 

 The circuit consists of AT8051 microcontroller, ULN2003A, Motor. 
 Motor is connected to the port2 of the microcontroller through a driver IC. 
 The ULN2003A is a current driver IC. 

– It is used to drive the current of the stepper motor as it requires more than 
60mA of current. 

– It is an array of Darlington pairs. 
– It consists of seven pairs of Darlington arrays with common emitter. 
– The IC consists of 16 pins in which 7 are input pins, 7 are output pins and 

remaining are VCC and Ground. The first four input pins are connected to the 
microcontroller.    In the same way, four output pins are connected to the 
stepper motor. 

 Stepper motor has 6 pins. 
– In these six pins, 2 pins are connected to the supply of 12V and the remaining 

are connected to the output of the stepper motor. 
– Stepper rotates at a given step angle. 
– Each step in rotation is a fraction of full cycle. 
– This depends on the mechanical parts and the driving method. 

 Stepper motors will have stator and rotor. Rotor has permanent magnet and stator 
has coil. The basic stepper motor has 4 coils with 90 degrees rotation step. These four 

coils are activated in the cyclic order. The below figure shows you the direction of 
rotation of the shaft. 

There are different methods to drive a stepper motor. Some of these are explained 
below. 

Full Step Drive: In this method two coils are energized at a time. Thus, here two opposite 
coils are excited at a time. 
Half Step Drive: In this method coils are energized alternatively. Thus it rotates with half 
step angle. In this method, two coils can be energized at a time or single coil can be 
energized. Thus it increases  the number of rotations per cycle. It is shown in the below 
figure. 

 
PROGRAM TO RUN THE STEPPER MOTOR: 

 

ORG 0H 
MOV 
A,#66H 
MOV 
R1,#48 
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MAIN: 
H1: ACALL 
ROTATE_R DJNZ 
R1,H1 
AJMP M 
ROTATE_R: MOV 
P1,A RR A 
ACALL 
DELAY RET 
DELAY: MOV 
R2,#10 H2: MOV  
R3,#200 H3: MOV  
R4,#250 H4: DJNZ 
R4,H4 DJNZ R3,H3 
DJNZ 
R2,H2 RET 
M: SJMP 
$ END 

 
The picture below represents the scheme for connecting the step motor to microcontroller. 

 
The key to driving a stepper is realizing how the motor is constructed. A diagram 

shows  the representation of a 4 coil motor, so named because 4 coils are used to cause the 
revolution of the drive shaft. Each coil must be energized in the correct order for the motor to 
spin. 

 
Step angle : 

It is angle through which motor shaft rotates in one step. step angle is different for 
different motor . selection of motor according to step angle depends on the application , 
simply if you require small increments in rottion choose motor having smaller step angle. 

 
 No of steps require to rotate one complete rotation = 360 deg. / step angle in deg 
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Stepper Motor Controller Circuit Advantages: 
 
It consumes less power. 
It requires low operating voltage 
Stepper Motor Control Applications: 

 
This circuit can be used in the robotic 
applications. This can also be used in 
mechantronics applications. 
The stepper motors can be used in disk drives, matrix printers, etc. 

 
4.(i) Explain addition and subtraction instructions of 8051. 
Addition Instructions 

 
Subtraction Instructions 
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ii) Explain various types of jump instructions according to range. 

 
 
 
5. (i) Write a 8051 ALP to find Fibonacci series of N given numbers 
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ii) Write a 8051 ALP to find the average of given N 

numbers. ORG 8000h 
MOV 
DPTRr,#9000h 
MOV A,#00h 
MOC B,#0Ah 
MOV R2,#09h 
MOVX 
A,@DPTR 

back: MOV R0,A 
INC DPTR 
MOVX 
A,@DPTR ADD 
A,R0 
DJNZ R2, 
back DIV AB 
INC  DPTR 
MOVX 
@DPTR,A 
LCALL 0003h 
ORG 9000h 
db 
01h,02h,03h,04h,05h,06h,07h,08h,09h,0a
h end 

 
6. Write an assembly language program based on 8051 microcontroller instruction set to 

perform four arithmetic operations on 2, 8 bit data. 
 
(1) 8 BIT ADDITION (IMMEDIATE ADDRESSING) 
CLR C //Clear the PSW 
MOV A, # data1 //Load 1st number in the accumulator 
ADDC A, # data2 //Add the two numbers 
MOV DPTR, #4500 //Load destination address in 
the DPTR 
MOVX @ DPTR, A //Store sum in destination address 
L1:  SJMP L1 //Terminate the program 

 
(2)8 BIT SUBTRACTION (IMMEDIATE ADDRESSING) 
CLR C //Clear the PSW 
MOV A, # data1 //Load 1st number in accumulator 
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SUBB A, # data2 // Subtract data1 from data2 
MOV DPTR, #4500 // Load destination address in DPTR 
MOVX @ DPTR, A //Store difference 
L1: SJMP L1 //Terminate the program 
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(3) 8 BIT MULTIPLICATION 
 

MOV A, #data1 //Load A register with data1 
MOV B, #data2 //Load B register with data2 
MUL AB //Multiply A &B 
MOV DPTR, # 4500H //Initialize destination address 
MOVX @ DPTR, A //Store lower order product 
INC DPTR //Increment DPTR 
MOV A,B //Move higher order product to A 
MOVX @ DPTR, A //Store higher order product 
STOP:   SJMP STOP //Terminate the program 

 
 
(4) 8 BIT DIVISION 

 

MOV A, #data1 //Load A register with data1 
MOV B, #data2 //Load B register with data2 
DIV AB //Divide A &B 
MOV DPTR, # 4500H //Initialize destination address 
MOVX @ DPTR, A //Store quotient 
INC DPTR //Increment the data pointer 
MOV A,B //Move remainder to reg A 
MOV @ DPTR, A //Store remainder 
STOP:   SJMP STOP //Terminate the program 

 
7. Explain the working of a washing machine and how  it  is  controlled  by  the  8051  
microcontroller. 

 
Washing machine control using 8051 

Description: 
The functions of knobs for controller input settings are as follows: 

a. Load select knob 
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b. Water select input knob 
c. Mode select knob 

During normal mode, the machine operates on the following steps: 
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1. The clothes are washed for a specified time which is set by the controller 
2. The detergent water is drained 
3. The fresh water is put through pump 
4. The clothes are rinsed for a specified time which is set by the controller. 
5. The water is drained and the moisture is absorbed from clothes. 

The operation of washing machine is as follows: 
 Program select knob- usually the machine is programmed to wash clothes in four 

different   settings such as heavy,normal, light and delicate.when the clothes are 
verydirty,the heavy knob will be selected.for normal dirty clothes,the normal knob is 
selected.delicate is used for silk clothes.To wash clothes completely, the controller 
should select the  following parameters based on the program select knob. 

 Fill- Water fill be filled by the pump as per load select knob.During first fill,the water 
temperature will be selected by proper tap setting. During second fill after drain,only 
tap water is filled for rinsing the clothes.the filling time will be controlled by relay 
settting. 

 Agitate- The wash basket will rotate in a clockwise direction for ten revolutions.After 
that,the wash basket  will stop for two seconds.then the wash bucket  will rotate in anti-
clockwise      direction for ten revolutions.this process will continue for specified 
minutes. 

 Drain- After agitation, the water and detergent are drained 
 Spin- During spin, the agitator does not move and the wash basket  will rotate at very 

high         speed. Then the moisture of clothes is removed through holes in the inner 
metallic basket. 

COMMANDS FOR WASHING MACHINE CONTROLLER: 
SETB P2.0 // Machine ON condition 
LCALL FILL_1 // Machine fills with water first time 
JNB P1.0, LOOP_1 //check program setting knob for heavy .if P1.0 

is not set,jump to LOOP_1 
SJMP HEAVY //if P1.0 is set,jump to HEAVY. 
LOOP_1-  JNB P1.1, LOOP_2 // Check program setting knob for 
normal SJMP NORMAL // p1.1 is not set,jump to loop_2 

If P1.1 is set, jump to normal. 
LOOP_2  - JNB P1.2, LOOP_3 //check program setting for LIGHT.If P1.2 is not 
set, 

jump to 
Loop_3. 

SJMP LIGHT // If P1.2 us set,Jump to LIGHT. 
LOOP_3 - JNB P1.3,LOOP_4- //check  program  setting  knob  for  DELICATE.  
If 

P1.3 is not set,jump to Loop_4. 
SJMP DELICATE //if P1.2 us set, Jump to DELICATe 
DISPLAY- SETB P2.7 //indicate the completion of wash 
cycle LOOP_4 NOP 
LJMP  0000 //end of program. 

 
8. Explain the operand addressing modes in 8051 microcontroller with 
examples. Addressing Modes: 
• Direct Addressing 
– Operand is specified by an 8-bit address field in the instruction 
– This address mode is possible only for addressing internal Data RAM and SFRs 
– It is most often used to access RAM locations 30 - 7FH. 
– This is due to the fact that register bank locations are accessed by the register names of R0 - 

R7. 
– There is no such name for other RAM locations so must use direct addressing 
– In the direct addressing mode, the data is in a RAM memory location whose address is 

known, and this address is given as a part of the instruction 
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• Indirect Addressing 
– The instruction specifies a register which contains the address of the operand 
– The address register for 8-bit addresses can be R0 or R1 of the selected bank, or the Stack 

Pointer 
– The address register for 16-bit addresses can only be 16-bit “data pointer” register, DPTR 
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– Both internal and external RAM can be indirectly addressed 

 
• Register Addressing 
– Special instructions are used for accessing four register banks (containing R0 to R7) 
– This instructions have 3-bit register specification within the opcode 
– This way of accessing registers is much more efficient because of no need for the address 

byte 
– When such instruction is executed one of registers in selected ban is accessed 
– Register bank is selected by two bank select bits in PSW 

 
• Register-Specific Addressing 
– These are instructions which are specific to a certain register and they don‟t need an 

address byte (they always operate with the same register) 
• Immediate Addressing 
– The value of a constant follows the opcode 
– MOV A, #10 – loads the Accumulator with the decimal number 10 

 
• Indexed Addressing 
– Only Program Memory can be accessed and it can be a read 
– Used for reading look-up tables in Program Memory and “case jump” instruction 
– The instruction used for this purpose is : MOVC A, @ A+DPTR 
– The 16-bit register DPTR and register A are used to form the address of the data element 

stored in   on- 
– Because the data elements are stored in the program (code) space ROM of the 8051, the 

instruction 

 
– In this instruction the contents of A are added to the 16-bit register DPTR to form the 16-bit 

address of the needed data. 
 
9. Describe the control system design of washing 
machine. Refer  PART-B QUESTION-7 

 
10. Write an 8051 C program that continuously gets a single bit of data from P1.7 and 

sends it to P1.0, while simultaneously creating a square wave of 200us period on pin 
P2.5. Use timer 0 to create the square wave. Assume that XTAL=11.0592 MHz. 

#include 
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<reg51.h> sbit 
SW =P1̂ 7; sbit 
IND =P1̂ 0; sbit 
WAVE =P2 5̂; 
void timer0(void) interrupt 1 
{ 
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WAVE=~WAVE; //toggle pin 
} 
void main() 
{ 
SW=1; //make switch input 
TMOD=0x02; 
TH0=0xA4; //TH0=-92 
IE=0x82; //enable interrupt for timer 0 
while (1) { 
IND=SW; //send switch to LED 
} 
} 
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